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CHAP'l'FJ{ I 
TH: CONSTRUC'l'ION OF AN I NSTRU! JTAL •1USIC GUIDANCE PROGRAM 
INTRODUCTION 
Every aspect of modern education should be truly 
"child centered" . This is particularly true of the sub jects 
normally not considered to be .in t he academic subject realm, 
althouq;h their worth in the curriculum has been established. 
. ...... ·-_, 
The complete acceptance of instrumental music as an integral 
part of the modern school program depends upon the illing-
ness of t he. instrumental teacher to accept and adopt effective 
personnel m,thods h.ich will make public school music instruc-
tion educationally unassailable and economically feasi ble. 
General statement of the oroblem. The instru ... "!lental 
music teacher should have enough basic knowled~e of .th 
principles and teclmiques of guidance as they apply to his 
situation to set up a functional pro~ram of music guidance 
around hich to pattern his instruction and his o·rm conduct 
in and out of th~ classroom. The primary aims in the formu-
lation of this pro ram would be to make it compact enou~h so 
that a minimum amount of time ould be consume d in clerical 
ork, .. et complete . nough to give the teacher all of the 
si• nific nt information and data that he would need . Al l 
types or children would have to be considered in construct -
ing a pro~ram if it is to benefit every individual . It ould 
be necessary to plan the program so that the teacher would 
l 
I ( 
\~"": 
' 
' 
' I 
\ 
2 
develop more objective attitudes in dealinr~ · ith children 
so that his associations with them mi ght b e on an effective 
non- emotional l evel. He should knortT th limi ts of his 
effectiven .... ss in d.ealin~ with the emot ional problems of the 
child. The program should. consider every si"'nifico.nt area 
of guidance that could be applied to the actual teachine 
situation by the individual teacher or by an entire school 
system. 
Significance £! ~ prob l em. Truly effective teaching 
is possible only when the teache r is in possession of all the 
facts concerning the pup il ' s reactions to his nvironmen t 
that mi~ht have an effect on his educational proGre ss . The 
instrumentnl mus ic teacher' ust be concernea not only llith 
th music 1 accomplishments of his students , but he must be 
equally concerned ith their mental heal th , their social 
adjustment , and their abilities and capacities in all fields . 
The doctr ines of e 1ucat1ng t he "whole" child and providing 
for indivi dual differences need resta tement in the fiel d of 
instrumental mus ic because there are few subject areas here 
the individual loses his identity more frequently and here 
t he finished product becomes more important than the means , 
t han ln this instance . 
I 
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Over fifteen years ago Seashore.1 and later . Sur , 2 
urged the adoption of sound r;ui dance procedures that would 
place us1c education squarely in the stream of educational 
progr e ss and. thought . Recently, the increasing number of 
articles being written emphasizing t he vital i mportance of 
music educators becoming guidance conscious is i ndicative 
of the gro1ing trend to~ard the adoption of chil d- centered 
principles. 
Tho trend of action and t hou )ht amon . leadi n 
/ 
music 
educators is toward the complete documentation of past, 
pres ent . ro1d future accompl ishments in music education and 
relate d fields in order t hat music be completely a ccepted 
by administrators , teachers , and the public as an ahsolutely 
indispensable part of the child ' s e ducat i onal program. This 
documentation ill also provide music teachers rith the best 
possible information on all aspects of teaching . One of the . 
.\ 
l 
I 
\ 
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J 
best methods of hastening this documentation is to en courage 
the music educator to adopt techniques that will allow him to 
make significant , scientifically conceived contributions to 
the existing literature on the values of music in public school ' 
education . This can be accomplished by keepine; accurate 
1 Carl E. Seashore , Psychology of Music, New York , 
McGr aw- Hill Book Company , -Inc ., 193~ , pp . 256- 301 . 
2 
, ill iam H. Sur , uThe Music Teacher and Guidance" , 
~. usic Educat ors Journal , 25 : 16-17 , ~~ay , 1939 . 
4 
records of.' the effects of music education on the erolth 
and dove lopment ·ot the chi l d . The mos t important contribu -
tion that the teacher can make , 1o r~ever 1 1 to objectively 
report his educationally si0 nificant acoonplishmenus . Then 
true success i n his cl assroom Vfill be brou.:..ht clos ,r in 
many classroo s . This documentat i on should be consider d 
a part of having the >est interests of the child in mind . 
'rhe problem of drop-outs figures very prominently 
as a significant factor . Studies based on the number of 
students l eaving the instx•umental music pl•ogram are few 
because the average teache r is not ready to a dmit that he 
loses as many students as .. a does. Ho ever , one of the areas 
covered in the Ausic Journal ' s nat; ion-wide study of music 
attitudes was thia prohl m of children discontinuing their 
1 instrumental 'llusic study. Prominent a111ong the re aul ts of 
this section of the study Jere tho reasons given for s top-
~ 
ping the study of standard band or orchestra instruments by 
2 two hundred forty three young people. The numbers i n 
parentheses indicate hat percentage of t he total each 
reason assumed: 
i 
1. Disinterest. (17) 
2 . Inconvenience. (17) 
1 
"A Study of Music Attitudes and Participation Among 
American School Boys and Girls Under Twenty Years of Age'!, 
-~usic Journal, 9:29 ... 40, Sep tember, 1951. 
2 . 
"Quit Parade", Music Journal, 9 :7, 1 ovember, 1951. 
' I 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
5 
:3 . Conflict b t -;een s chool ork and pract ce or 
perfor ming . {12) 
4 . Economic r.ason •• (10) 
5 . No talent . (9.7) 
6 . isliked it. (9 . 25) 
7 . Teacher attitude . {6 . 5) 
8 . TJnwillincrness to v ork and pr actic • (6) 
l though all of these drop- outs did not occur in the 
public sc . ools, it ma...,. be assumed , judgi:tg from. the r easons 
.> iv~n, that many of them could have be n prevented i f sound 
~uid .. n co roccdures ba been used by the teach ,r• in dealing 
with his pupils in t .. _e studio or in ube classroom. t"fuile 
one hundred per cent success is sought it 1s rarely ttalned 
if all of those 1ho mnt to participate in some ay are allowed 
to do so ; yet success can not ... e fully measured by the . mo.ll 
number of _nd1viduals lho ri t hdra1 . Help ing th€ s tudent to 
solve his _roblemo , whether they be of a musical nature or 
not , is the teacher's main conce1~n . A teacher may have many 
students -ho are in neec of the personal assistance available 
in an effective r.msic euldance pPogram. The fact ths.t they 
remain ln the lnstrumental program does not indicate success 
for the educat i onal process . The eno result of taking a 
practical approac h to the problem of .. ,uidance in music can bo 
reflec ted in the increasing quality of performance evidenced 
at all levels of i nstruction because the students wil l be 
better adjusted to their task in instrumental music. 
D f1n1t1on of term • Guidance i s defined as th ~~~~~~-- --~--
proces s by 1ch ·the student i ai e<i in attaining t e m . imum 
intelloctual , emotional , p ys i cal , an social gro th and 
dev lop ent necessary for . t 10 satisfactory adjustment to the 
various situat1o s hn ill ha e to me t in 1is life sp n . 
Instrl~mental music is defin d as those activit;ies 
1n the public school in w lich students lay the standard 
band and or chestra instruments , an 
i nstruc tion. 
i<!usic educ ation is de : ined as 
including class piano 
(~\ 
I 
! 
n all-in clusivo term · 
I 
referring to nl l ,. hases of n1s:t e in"'truction i n the publ:c / 
t 
schools . 
Delimitations . r 1 s u,->gesteC music guldanc proe.;l" m 
is limited to instrumen.;al m1sic instruction from gra e 
four through j unior college in the puhl1G school !) Speci.fi c 
teachi n· techniqu s d 'iscussion .of mater· al _a v , been 
o.xclu e unl as their inclusion was cons itere <'1 vital to t~e 
polnt beine discusse t' . · .'he proposed program is in ten ed 
p r m rily for the te cher who works in one school teaching 
instrum ntal 1>J.Usio . but it can be modified f or us e in various 
itu t ions. '; is ass1.1me that the teacher using the proposed 
progr a h · '' had asic ork in t esting and the principles of 
guidance .. 
SP!cific statem nt £! th~ problem . The purpose of 
this s tudy is to formulate , as the bar.Jis of an instrumental 
7 
music program, a series of practical steps to be taken to 
insure the child 's maximum growth and development emotionally ; 
physically, intellectually, and socially through t he use of 
sound gui dance procedures . 
Sources .2f. data . 'l'he data use d in ~ reparing this 
paper have been taken from t wo sour ctJs . t he li terature 
available pertaining to the subject and certain concepts 
and ideas formed as the result of teaching . ¥Then possible 1 
the data gathered have been closely examined for ob jectivity 
of thought and practical application. 
Review of the literature . Seashore's work in the field 
~...;.,;;;...;;.._.. __
of measurement in mus ic led him to present what r ema1ns , 1 
after almost twenty years, the only extensive consideration 
of the subject of music guidance published and readily avail• 
ble . Sea.srtore based guidance in music on -cteasurement , but 
he did r ot deny the 1 por tan t role that intelligenc e , tradi tions ; 
will to a chieve, econo.1ic status , individual differences; 
health, and the numerous other factors influencing human 
behavior play in the guidance progr'am. A thorough xaminati on 
of his ideas concernin g guidance indicates a deep concern 
f or the use of comn1on sense and discrimination in dealing with 
children in acJ.dit;ion t o the me asurements he became so famous 
f'or• devislng . 
1 Seashore , loc. cit . 
--
8 
The Music Education Source Book g ive s a short summary 
of some of the problems,l procedures, and suggested projects 
i n the area of student gu i dance , ith the guidance approach 
b i ng divided into t~o sections; one dealin , with music ; the 
other d aling dth ~eneral .,ui dance. 
Sur, 2 Anfinson"3 Boyd,4 Chenoweth, 5 Larson , 6 and 
others, have written articl es dealing with the general subject 
of guidance in music . There are numerous other articles and 
several books written on subjects that are part of the t otal 
music guidance picture , but no reference is made in them t o 
mus ic f-U idance , as such. A number of theses and dissertat ions 
hav e been ;ritten on the subject of guidance in music . These 
vere not readily available , and, therefore not consulted . The 
1 Music Education Source Book , edited by Hazel Mor,.)an, 
C 3icago , \~s ! c Fduc tors National Conference , 1947, pp . 1 70-2. 
2 Sur , loc . cit . 
--
3 Pudolp D. nf'inson, "G 1idance and Counseling - A 
Professional Responsibil ity", })msic Educators Jou r nal, 40:25 , 
F ebr-uar y- ~arch , 1 9E.4 .. 
4 
•. arl ~ ' . Boyd , "Guid nee an n Couns . lin r..~ in M sic 
Fducat ionn , Music Edueators Journal , 39 : 29 , Januar y , 1953 .. 
5 Gene Cheno :'leth , " 'or a . ore Const:.. .. uctive Gui dance 
Proeram", 1us:tc F.rucntors Journal, 35:31, Febr uar y- 1a.rch, 1949 . 
6 Ruth c. La rson, " Brief Re-port of A Pr diction and 
Guidanc e rogra.m i n Sch ool .,{us1c" , Music Educators Nati onal 
Conference Ye o.rboolc, 1934, Ch! ca.3o, the Con f erence , pp . 22~-26. 
9 
1nereas1n, volume of literature ap earing on the subject of 
!tlusic therapy indice.tes .the intense interest in that rapidly 
gro \Tine field . Althou:;.>h most of the work done i n music therapy 
he.s be n i tL s ,r:tously handicapped people , a.n increasin,_ ~ount 
or information for use i n the pt:.bl i c school ituation i~ 
appearin~ • . Several references of this type have been used 
in the preparation of the material that follows . 
Or .;;anization .2f ~ thesis . Seven general areas of the 
total eui dance problem are presented in the order that they 
mi,ht be considered by the instrumental music teacher in 
establishing his prog:ram.. The final chapter presents an 
outline of the proposed music guidanoe proc;ram, providing a 
practico.l series of ste1s totake in applying the functional 
part of each of the seven areas mentioned above . 
I 
CHAPTER II 
THE OHIENTA'fiO~J PROCESS 
The imp9rtanoe 2.f.!:. satis.factorz ini tial contact . 
\Vhen a chi l d is about to embark upon a new educational 
venture , he and his parents should know all the implications 
of this experience . Accurate and complete information sup-
plied by the instrumental music teacher before the chil d 
makes a final choice of instrument and actually begins his 
instruction can be the means of preventing an unsatisfac -
tory or unsuccessful musical experience . The skill with 
hich the various stepa of t he pre-instructional phase is 
handled can determine the success of the ontire guidance 
program. Those interested in studying have a chance to 
ga~e the depth of their' interest a gainst the demands thnt 
the course of instruction will make upon them. 'rhe infor-
mation acquired as a result of the orientation program might 
chan,e a student ' s course of action completely . When parents 
understan d exactly what is expected of the chi l d a.s f'ar as 
practice is concerned and when they have some means of know-
ing if their child is p rogressin g or :t'& fJressing for the length 
of time he has studied, the groundwork for good guid.a.nce has 
been established . 
Not all failures c an be attributed to lack of infor-
mation . Krevit pointed out that uncooperative parents can 
11 
undo all that t he teacher has tried t o accomplish. 1 Some 
of the injustices that he attributed to parents rere; forc-
ing a child to pr actice one hour each day , not organizing 
the p ractice schedule and routine , belit tling h is efforts, 
embarrassinG him, expecting him to pr a ctice ith nobody 
around to listen to and offer encouragement , pushin , him too 
rapidly ; and being completel y oblivious of the various mental 
and technical problems he faces due to their own lack of 
kno ledge . The ~ushkin ._ c .~ha.sized the importance of not 
scheduling t o· . e.ny other act_vi ties f'or t he child if music 
2 instruction is to be undertaken. The y also felt that select• 
ing a practice p~riod that conflicted wi th a de sired play 
activity wa& not 1ise , nor 1as it wis e to allow anyone e l s e 
in the practice room while the child was having his dail y 
prac tice session . These a re some of the many situations that 
can arise outs i de of the instrumental class to make the ch ild 's 
task of learning to play even more difficult than is necessary . 
The orientation part of the guidance program can help to 
prevent many of these mi s:fortunea in the f irs t place i f the 
teacher di scusses them at t he parents• meetin . • 
1 \,1llio.m Krevit; 11Aspects o f Parent - Teacher Cooperation" 1 
The Proceedings of the ~flusic Te,aehers National Association, 
1945. The ssociaE!on ,. P • 147-. 
I.) ~ David and · Dorothy Dushltin , nDeveloping an I n t lli ~,ent 
Family Attitude Towar d Music", Na tional Parent-Teacher, 52s8 , 
October , 1937. · 
l . 
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I nformatio.n needed £z parel1ts !!'.!.!! chil dren . Sur listed 
several items of information parents need to know in a ddition 
to s pecific information confined to the immediate situation in 
question: 1 
The parents should kno what an adequate mu., i c educat ion 
proeram is . 
The par ents should be aware of the values of .. usic instruc-
tion for their children. 
The parents should kno·:t what other school systems offer 
in music so that they may m.s.ke constructive compar isons . 
In a ddition t o this g neral , infornation it i su~gested 
that the following areas be fully e xpl ained : 
1 . The instrumental 3r•ou.ps in the school in question 
l:h d the requi:r•emento for entry into each . 
2 . · The s cheduling procedures such as the frequency of 
lessons , rwhen an~ ;here they take place , rules for attendance . 
:5 . If instrumontal music is to be taken in place of 
so. e other subject or a.cti\d.ty , what it replaces , or , as is 
the ca"'e at the secondary level , what other electives ar•e 
offered. 
4 . Any academic credit offered at the secondary level 
and how it applies toward graduation from high school . 
5 . Tho work that the student is expected to do outside 
of the cls.s ... or r•ehearsa.l and ho he ill be grade~ on hin 
efforts . 
1 William R. Sur , 11 Par ents Need Your Help", Educational 
t.usic Magazine, 33 :10 , September- Oc t ober ; 1953. 
J 
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6 . The type of i nstrument he is expected t o h ve (no 
Albert system clnr.inets, for instance) and the st te of repair 
it must b in at all times . 
7 . !!ethod books and items of equ ipment necessary. 
8 . The i mport nae of proper parental attitudes toward 
the chil <P s problems arisine from the study of an instrument , 
and the parents ' r ole in encourasin_ him. he t ype of progress 
to expect . 
9 . Sug,_,eeted practice rout;lnes and ail!ts . 
10. A brief outli~e of the me t hod of in~truction that 
111 be used in t 1e les sons Ol'"' the general alrri.s in the band 
Qr orchestra rehearsal . 
11. Some objective eans of helpin~ th child choo e 
' the correct instrument . 
12 . The importance of fr•equent personal contacts between 
pare,nts and teachers , particularly when the child _s having 
difficultie • 
13 . A brief discuzsion of the music gui ance pro. ~ram 
and the part parents play in making ... t successful . 
14 . Problems arising from the study of several instruments 
at one ti-:ne . 
15 . F.ent in ~ inotruments from the school or f•ol"1 a de ler . 
Rental fees and contracts for school instruments . 
' 
Getting~ information to ,2 parents and~ child . 
Sur recommends demonstrat1ons , 1 school visitation• talks to 
l Ibid., P• 10. 
14 
civic and s chool ·clubs as good means of communication for the 
music educator . He further suggests that such techniques as 
preparing a series of 2x2 slides ith tape recorded comments , 
or making a movie with home movie equipment that would show 
various phases o f the program can make the initial contact very 
effective . Placing appropriate books in the school or com-
munity libraries for the parents to consult provides ~~other 
means of communication. 
Unless his program is very well established and its 
functions matters of common knowledce in the community , the 
i nstrumental teacher will have to make some sort of personal 
'contact wl th the students in the spring of the year to e;et 
recruits for the coming school year . If the number of class-
rooms fe eding into the school make it impossible to visit all 
of them, assemblies might be arranged . In his own school 1 the 
teacher can use room visitation , poster displays., and any 
other means of communicat ion available and in keeping 1ith 
school poli cy . Vw'hatever the means of' contact , an immediate 
follow-up should be conducted on each prospect. This can be 
accompl ished by haying interested children take home an interest 
blank to be signed by both parents and returned to the class-
room teacher the next day ., This application should give a 
very brief explanation or the primary purpose of the program , 
urging the parents to attend one of the orlentation sessions 
scheduled :for parents and their children . fuen the interest 
blanks are picked up by the instrumental teacher , he can leave 
15 
a brochure for each child who returned a signed interest 
blank to take home . This brochure will contain all of the 
infornw.tion necessary for an understanding of the instruction 
of~ered. One of the inherent features of talking to groups of 
school child:~: ... en about learning to play an instrument is that 
much of th~ initial i nterest is superficial. This superf:tc:t-
ality 111 almost always cause the child t o withdra\" his name 
from those interested when he finds that his parents must sign 
a p per , even though it isn ' t binding in any way . Frequently,. 
the students who ill r es.pond satisfactorily will have made the 
decision to take lessons before the talk or der;tonstrat:ton . a s 
even presented . 
The orientation meeting vtith the parents , accompanied 
by the child , ill provide the teacher with his boat opportunity 
to thoroughly di scuss the progra~ from every vie - point . The 
difficu~ty of getting parento to any sort of a meeting is f ully 
realized, but the importance of the personal contact cannot be 
over-emphasized . Several night sessions should be scheduled 
to allo the parents to have a choice . r he time, place , and 
purpose of the meetings should be announced in the interer3t 
blank, the brochure , and in the schools involved the days of 
the meetinss . Parents should bring the brochure as this will 
provide the basis f or discussion . At the conclusion of the 
meetings parents should indicate to the teacher their final 
decision about their child studying by signing an application. 
If they are still undecided they should contact the teacher 
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dir·eetly as soon as the decision is made ~ ·Parents who did 
not a.ttond , but 1ho retur•ned signed interest blanks should 
be contacted personally. If enough publicity is given to 
the o ientat ion rneetin ,, most parents will realize its 
i mportance and attend . ~rhe teacher should reserve enough 
information for presentation at the meeting to pre ont its 
becoming a . er r pe t1 t ion of what has already been pt>esented 
in the printed matter . 
The atmosphere at all of the meetings, whether i n the . 
classroom and assembly hall. or in th& ni.;ht gathez·ing with 
the p arents should be kept on a high professional level. 
1J.1he type of interest en .,endered by any other approach would 
not be 1n keeping with the high i deals of the entire guidance 
program or the process of education in general. Where 
cornpet1tion exists between various depar tments in a school 
in the matter of attracting sufficient numbers of children 
to a specif ic subject, a VOI'Y dan eroua situation exists . 
All possible traces of this should be erased b y consulting 
ith principals , department heo.ds and individual teachers 
conoorning recruiting so that no misunderstandit1g or unpro-
fessional approaches co.n exist. Teachers should endeavor 
to me.ke their offerings attractive , but tn an educational 'l-ay . 
... 
CHAPTER III 
rr-IE DEVELOPL'iB ~T A•'D USE OF THE .ruSIO CUMuLA ~'IV !• : R3COHD 
f1ahoney described the eumul a.ti ve record as "1an accu-
mulation in record f orm of f ta pertinent to a particular 
pupil h ich distincuishes h1.m from. all other pupils . " The 
task of becomin~ familln· 1th the pertinent facts about one 
hundr d instru ... "tltmtal .students calls for some systematic , 
uncomplicated t-:lea.ns of collecting and recording all of the 
data necessary for the instrU.'lle!lta.l music teacher to get a 
better un'erstandtng of the musical growth an . development of 
hi s students . 
The funct ion of the mus ic cumulative record . In orc~er 
------- - - ------- -----
to be effective t h e music cumulative recorrl should be pe.tt rned 
after the regular guidance cumulstivc record used in the 
teacher • s particular school syst;em_, but it shoul be completely 
practical in every respect if t he busy music teacher is to 
!flake frequent and efficient use of its contents . The ln.forma-
tion conta.ino in it should r eprasent an accurate summat on of 
the data from the regular record of interest to-the i nstrument 1 
teacher , but it should furth&r act as a valuable supplem0nt to 
this material . ~r.arters statod that the cumulative record jgi ves 
the personnel worker a sound basis fol:' u..T'l derstanding the child 
by revealing his readiness for ne · experiences and the d1reet1on 
1 
·Harold J . .tahoney, The Guidanc ro6ram , Its Services 
and Place in Secondart "Educnt{ong Hartford . Connecticut 
Sta€e Department of ftaueatlon , 1 48 , p . 20 . 
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that should be taken to achieve~ success in these ne~ ventures . l 
In addition , it helps the teacher to discover the r asons for 
t he behavior difficulties and failures that a child mif"ht 
experience by provi in~ material on the chi.l , ' s past, and his 
trengt;hs and weaknessofh 'rhe cumulative l"'ecord a l so aids 
the coun elint:: process and the vocati onal guidance intervle 'I 
b~ r:taking data va.ila.ble bef ore the . eeting ith t e child 
occurs . 
! •. ahoney made a. number of observations about the cumu-
lntive record that fux•thel' contribute to an unders t anding of 
its importance:2 
1. ':Vhe cumulative reeor•d contains only nertinent facts 
and impressions that contribute to o. better understandi n g of 
the child . 
2 . trhe cumulative record indicates tren s of g owtb .. 
3 . The cumulative record providea a central sou:rce of 
information on all of the significant experiences and develop• 
m<~mtal trends of a child from the becinning to the enc o f his 
school career•. 
4 . The cwm.la.ti ,,e record is so constructed that its 
contents are readily un erstood . 
5 . Tho cumulativ , record contains many items of ob jective 
information . but fe1 opinions . 
1 J ane · ~arters, High School Personnel \'lork To day , e 
York , ,.oGra - Hill Book Company, Inc ., 1~46, ·p . 66. 
2 Mahoney , loe . cit . 
_.............., 
I ' 
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The music cumulative recol:> '-. t hat contains accur .... te , 
up-to- date information should prove indispensable to the 
instrut'!lontal music tea cher if w uses l t as often as he should . 
The i mme d i a t e r-ecording o f any ne 1 ("~a.ta. is j us t as l~aportant 
r 
s con ulting t he record for dat a s.lrendy i nc l ude<, . \lar ters 
0. d , 
Teachers do f or.'"'e t ••• and all die eventual l y . Doctors 
a nd la 1yers d.o not try to ca1•ry around in their heads the 
information collected on the i r clients . It is absurd for 
teachers and othe1~ pTo.fes s ional orkers to think that they 
should try to do so . · 
· The type £f. mat ~ rial to i nclude .!!! ~ nruslc cumulative 
-Ws.:rters class ifies the typ s of info1mation nee ced 
by teachers . and · guidance worlrers as fol l ov1s : 2 
1 . Identifying~ - a.:.)e, coraplete name , telephone 
number , ·tc . 
2 . 3cholas t 1c ~nch1evement ~ - _nrormat i on on the 
acqu.J.oition of 's kills , techniques , in. ormat i on ; progr so t oward 
e oo ork habits , appreciations , understanding , ere t i vc oxpres-
... ion . 
3 . Psycholog ical ~ - personality , intellts ence , 
~ special nptitud a , i nter sts , a. d attitudes . 
t .. 
' 
4 • cal data - h is t ol'Y an· genei~a.l infor•ntation .;.;.....-.....;;...;....~--
about heal th .; me ( i ce.l and dentr..;,l a n ta ; student ' s physical 
ch ara. c te ... •ist i cs and appea!'ancc , and his attitude s tm·ard them. 
l ··a.rters , £E.!. ~~ p . 62 
2 I bid. 
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5 . Mental-he 1 th dat ... info tion ..: erta.in~ng ·to· 
enotional adjustment , personal c ompe tence and c onf i denc ; 
SYJ p t orn:J o"" confl:...ct; ~ 1-"n ficant l L ito.tj_ons . 
6 . Data on t he f r ee use of' thr1e - membei'Ship in v ari• 
- ~~~~ ...,._..---... 
ou s t:r?e s orc anized and unorganizeC: g r oups • posi t:_on in 
and a c j ustment to these r·oups ; Jther f 1•-ee time l.ntt:~l' .sts and 
activities . 
7 . Socioeconom .• c ~- .... parents t ack _,rou..1'1d 1 occupa-
tions , educ tlon; ho .... e and -:'runil y con di t on s ; other s1gnlf'lca.nt 
environmental factors . 
s . Data on n onacholaat ic achieve mnt in and outside of 
-
school - leadership roles , sp~cial honor"' , si~ificant expe:r•-
i ences . 
9 . Information abou~ educational and vocational pl ans . 
1 0 . Information on empl ovnent ! gainful ..2:: other· i s~ . 
The amount of the prece ~ing ten types of information 
use d 1n the music cll!!l.ulative record , and , t o some extent , the 
t ype ... use woul d depen d on the existence of regular cu.rnulative 
r·ecords • their avail a 1li ty .; an\ the skill wi t h which the inf er-
mation ho.d been Pl'0pare and g;athered . In addit ion . to the 
info ... ution eat €}red from this source the music cumulative 
re c or should contain t he following npec i fic in.f'ornation pJr -
tainin~ direc tly to nrusic stuCy : 
l. Schole.stic ... a.chievement data - r.ra.des previously 
assigned in music; the results of any t heoretical. sight read-
ing , or app:rec.iation achievement t ests ; audition result ; 
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written comments from previous instrumental mus1e teachers; 
practice habits . 
2 . Pszcholo,~ical data ... the results of any standardized 
music tests ( these may also appear in the re gular record} . 
3 . Mental-health data - anecdotal comments on signifi-=..-..;..;.;..;.-_....._.. __ - · -
cant behavior while in the instrumental music class or signifi• 
cant incidents observed by the teacher under other circumstances. 
4 . Data 29. music participation in school - attendance , 
tard.ines s to class or r·ehes.rsal ; musi c activities participated 
in and extent of participation ; special positions held . 
5 . Dat_a 2!! music participation outside of school ... 
private study , community band , choir, etc . 
6 . Data ,2:1 family partici;eation .2!:. interest !.!! music ... 
past and present parental participation , and extent ; attitude 
toward student ' s playing ; participation by siblings . 
Coll ectins information for the musi c cumulative record , 
Warters lists a number of means of c ollecting 1.nformation for 
use in guidance work .• 1 Among them are tests , 1: hich vrill be 
discussed in the next chapter ,. questionnaires , checklists , 
intervie a, records of informal conversations with the student 
or those who know him, and anecdotal records. If there ~ere 
no regular guidance cu..,uulative records to consult, additional 
devic es . such as the autobiographical sketch; would have to 
be employed . 
1 Viarters , op . clt ., P• 53 
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The .regular cumulative r ecord is the mos t obvious 
source of information for the music ou.-nulati ve r ecord. Before 
gathering data. from this regular re cord the teacher should 
become thoroughly familiar ith the methods used to collect 
this material in his pal .. ticular school system . Many systems 
give a printed gu i de to the teacher to aid him in preparing 
data f or i nclusion in the cumulative record. This advice is 
usually accompanied by specific ins t ruc t ion s rel.ative to the 
t ype of' material to be included i n the folder and the procedure 
f or enterin~ this me.ter1al. 1 
1llie.mson g ives seven sources of analytical data that 
could bo consulted i n the absence of a formal cumulat ive recor d 
fol der. 2 . 
1. The repo1~ts of psychometrists that discuss s i gnifi-
cant behavior indicative of attitudes ; ambitions and emotional 
tendencies . 
2. Tea chers ' observations o f s.1gn1ficant behavior 
indicative of emot ional tendencies, attitudes ; aptitudes , and 
i ntere.sts • 
3. The unconscious re •;olat 1on o f the causes of behavior 
problems of students as their parents discuss attitudes and 
modes of family dis cipl ine .. 
1 Pu~ils' Cumulat ive Record Guide! 1954•55 1 Arlington 
County Publ o §choo!s, Arlington, Virgin a. 
2 E . G. Williamson, Counseling Adolescents, New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.-, !§5 , p. 12~·-!~, 
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4 . The cmn.>nents of guidance personnel. 
5 . The oonunenta and findings of teachers of special 
subjectn such aa remedial speech , . reading and. health, 
a. The z;esults of counseling . 
The questionnaire can be used before the music cumula• 
tive rec:ord is actually set up , and then ca..Yl provide the basis. 
for the general information of a musical nature entered in the 
complete record. r.rhe data gathered .fro.m this 1ni tie.l question-
naire 111 provide the teacher with valuabl e informat ion concern-
ing the aims of initial testing and. the organization of instruc-
tion in the classroom. 
F1our main areas of interest can be explored by the teacher 
in the initial ques t ionna.il~e. The first area is that of identify ... 
ing data and basic personal i nformation such as full name 1 date 
of birth• address , telephone number , parents • nrunes and occupa• 
tions. The second area will obtain information 9ertaining to 
the child's school li.fe, such as home room teacher , section 6 
general education or core teacher , school last attended . Area 
three would explore the student 's previous musical e xperience, 
or lack of 1t 1 i ncluding instruments played , number of years 
studied, group part1oipation . 1n and out oi' school. The last 
area would provide information about the musical experience and 
attitudes of the child's parents. 
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1 Hubbard , in riting on the pr eparat ion of question-
naires , warned a gainst using words that might be above the 
vocabulary level of the respondents , or using am.bi gious 
words , and words ith emotional appe·aJ. . Although Hubbard 
was speakin _, prinrarily of the type of questionnair use d in 
extensive surveys/~ son:te of the remarks that he made , parti -
cularly the four ways of reducing the dependability of questions , 
are pertinent to this discuss ion: 
1. Using leading questions or juggling the order of 
questions can cause the ansler to be predetermined . 
2 . Usin g vague questions or ambigious terms confuses 
the respondent . 
3 . Using unfamiliar words or presenting complex ques -
tion a that are beyond the intellectual grasp of the respondent 
makes accuracy of respon.sc i mpossible. 
4 . Using wording that invites inaceurate responses is 
also to be avoided . 
One method of obtaining accurate information early in 
the year is to present a questionnaire to the students duri.ng 
the first week of school with the understanding that it is to 
be returned completed the next day with the parents • signa-
tures . This will insure the accuracy of the responses on the 
1 Frank w. Hubbard, "Questionnaires• Interviews, 
Personality Schedules", Re vi_ew of Educational .Re search , 
1 2 : 534- 539 . 
2 Ibid. , p. 535 . 
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sheet pr oviding , of course, that the parents are willing to 
respond t rut hfully to inf ormat i on that might have been unknown 
to th child, such as unsuccessful instrumental study. This 
quest ionnaire .ould need to be completed only once by the student 
a s long as he remained in the school system and the music 
guidance information as passed on when he ent to a ne school . 
The student should be requested to report any change in telephone 
nu.nber or a.ddres:s. The t eacher may wa."'lt to circula te anothsr 
quest ionnaire t o obtain some other type of inf ormat ion later on 
in the year , but, if possible, this sh oul d be forseen, and 
included in the initie.l attempt to conserve time and extra work . 
Another ve.ry important source of in.formation for the 
music c umulative record , and one that will require considerable 
~ffort and time to master ; i s tho anecdotal record . Th aocu-
r t e recording of a eh1ld's behavior enn be the most i mportant 
contribution that the _nstru."D.en t a l music teacher ean make . 
'Thethez• or not he subscribes to the directive or non-directive 
school o f counseling because practice in writing objective 
anecdotal records ill cult ivate the habit of thinkin~ and deal-
ing with students 1n this same manner . The effectiveness of 
the anecdotal record as a neans of i mproving the teacher's 
understt.mding of the s;udent ' s problems wa s significantly 
illustrated by a p1~oject conducted under the auspices of the 
Committee on ~reacher Education of the American Council on 
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l Education . Some of the procedures and results of thin exten-
sive study are presented belo to illustrate the process the 
instru.rnental teacher should expoct to go through while develop -
ing s ldll in this means of recording human beh vior . 
Learning to describe behavior in strictly objective 
ter.ns as a difficult task for the teachers in the school 
participating in the study. In most cases it ·~as a qu .stion 
of undoin g habits that had baeome firmly entrenched in the 
teachers t manner in dealing dth children and their manner of 
discuss i ng them. The tea.che.rs first had to learn to think of 
the child's bah vi or as bein1 indieati ve of hi a emotional 
difficulties . This meant observing exactly hat the child did 
and said. Their lack of skill in this was brought out •hen 
several hundred of their anecdotal commentn were examined and 
discussed by trained personnel • . The anecdotes were d ivided 
2 into four classifications .. 
1. The evaluativo statement - statement of good or 
bad,. desirable or undesil•able 1 acceptable or unaccepta.blo . 
2 . The 1nte~ret1ve. statement - statement explaining 
behavior on the basis of a. single fact. 
3 . Tho gep.eralized deacr·iption - statement describing 
2 Ibid., P • 32 . 
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bohavior .in general terms as characteristic of the child or 
as occurring frequently. 
4 . ~ specific descr,.ption - statement descri bing 
exac t ly wh t the child d i d al"ld S(~id , and the exact circum.• 
stances surrounding the occurrence . 
~xamples of each of these four types of anecdotes are 
.criven to further illustrate the range o~ thought that separates 
1 the undesirnble comment from the desirable s pecific an cdote . 
Evaluative st_at ment . IJo mll talked a great deal more 
than he had a r i ght to during band rehearsal today . He played 
when he ~'/anted to and 1 t didn ' t seem to phase him t hat he ms 
making a very poor impression on his classmates by continually 
doing the wrong thing . 
Interpretive stat ment . For the past eek Larry has been 
very restless. His rapid rate of gr·owth and his al!e account 
for this . 
G~ne!'alized .descrlE,:ti.on .. Bonnie is very unsettled these 
day s . ~ben she is not playing her violin she is makin:. various 
remark that make everyone in the class feel uncomfortable . 
Specific descri,etion . Monday , during the arm- up period 
before band rehearsal ; Jonathan and Larry ere in the instru-
men·t room. Johathan sa.id to Larry _, "Why do you always try to 
be the b i g-shot in front of the rest of the band?" Larry 
replied by· jabb ing Jonathan in the stomach with a drum st iek 
1 I b id., p . 33 . 
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and saying , "Why dontt -you shut up and mind your own business." 
Another type of anecdote is a combination of all of 
these other types and occurred frequently a s the hundreds of 
anecdotal records from the study ere analyzed . 
Some of the teachers part1c1pa.t 1ng in tho study were 
still unabl e ·to write a good anecdotal record after three 
years of efforts , l argely because t hey were not willing to 
accept the philosophy behind the entire procedure . Yet , 
there were othe.rs who were able to adapt themselves to the 
requirements and produced increasingly ob jec t ive reports. 
~oat of the ·tnexperienoed teachers wrote anecdotal 
records on just one or two students after it soon became evi-
dent that it was not pos sible for the busy teacher to write 
accurately and ob jectlvely about e ver y child in the class. 
The instrumental teacher; faced with three or four t i mes 
t hat many pupils eaoh day would have to confine his anecdotal 
v1ri tin' efforts . to a very few ind1 vidual a until enough sldll 
was developed to be able to handle greater numbers. The 
other siQ'nificant factor in confining one•s effort s to Ei. few 
students is that it is only after many anecdotal records 
have been obtained that patterns of behavior begin to make 
definite appearances. 
Recording ih.! ~ .!.!!. .lli!_ music cumulative record. 
Over and over a ~a1n in the li terature on the cumulative record , 
the statement is made that if the record becomes too eumbereome 
I 
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and complicated , it loses its usefulness .. 'ith this recur-
ring statement in mind , and tatr:inoo into consideration the 
lirn.lted time available for t he clel,leal mrk connected 'lth 
the cumul tive record , t he simplest of devices are indicated . 
Sueh devices as t he psyehogrrun suggested by Goodenough would 
require the te cher t o spend a great deal of time just figuring 
out the true standard score for each tast .include d in the 
1 individual cumulative record. While this ould be a desired 
procedure if a case study were to be made, it woul not he 
at all prac t ical under the circumstances assumed in t h is study. 
Van Alstyne told of a record that was designed to take 
the place of the anecdotal record.2 The teacher checked the 
appropriate items listed under cooperation, responsibility• 
and attitude towar d school work. A space was provided for a 
brief notation concerning behavior. The r esults were then 
plotted on a profile graph t hat gave a clear picture of the 
situations indicated on the check list. The location of such 
a profile in each record would serve as a simple means of 
seeing ::!)eneral behavior chaJ:•acteristies quickly and eas ily. 
The desired form of the cumulative record Vloul d be a 
.fol der that could accommodate any looso pieces of paper. 
1 Florence Goodenough , Rental Testing Its History, 
Princinles, and A~gl ications, lfew York, Rinehard and Company, 
!nc., 19~9, PP • 3 ~ -44. 
2 Dorothy Van Alstyne, "A Record f or Describi ng 0Attitudes and Behavior i n the Hi )h School", Journal of 
Educational Re search, 35:276-286, November, 1941. 
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Ones t isfactory .a r angement is to have in addit~on to the 
folder , cards f or the recording of teat data and gra es or• 
attendanc • ·~11ateve:r s ystem used, the teacher ohould con ... 
stantly seek nev; \-rays . of simplifying it and m lcing it more 
efficient . 
The use of the music cumulative record . An accumulation 
---- ....;.;.;;.;;;;..,;;..- ..;..;;.;....;..;;.;,;~;;.;.;;..~ ;;...;;.,..;;..;;.;;;......;o.-
of si.)nificant data. 1s of little use if intelligent and fre -
quent use ian t t made of this data.. If the instrumental music 
teacher builds his records carefully, concentrating on the 
class or grade level i nst ad of the entire group , he shoul d 
be able to become familiar ith the significant data i n records 
that he has prepared. The contents of the music cum1llative 
r ecord shoul d eventually become the basis for all o f th , 
major decisions that he must make con,erning the child ' s 
mus ic education and general growth and developraent . Wa.rters 
l ists nine important factors ·to consider when us ing personnel 
1 
records . 
1. The informat ion mus t be comprehensivo , rel iable , 
accurate . and adequate . It shoul d be rec·orded l rnm diately so 
that any subsequent personal bias flill not interfere with its 
accura cy . 
2. The contr ibutions and limitations of each tool 
employed must be thoroughly understood by the teacher working 
ith the data derived from them. 
l ma~ter it 68 6n rr ... 1 .2£:_ £.........!.• pp • · • - v • 
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3 . The complete body of information must be considered 
:vhen makincr the diagnosis , not just one item. The changing 
nature of the individual makes it i mportant that the teacher 
know ~hen a test was administered or if the information in the 
file is not recent . · All 1 tems should be dated to be of any use • 
4 . The interrelation of items is important. Taken in 
groups , they often give a more reliable indication in the form 
of a pattern. They also may be useful in their supplementing , 
confirmi ng , or disagreeing with one another . 
$ . Intel ligence, sympathy ; understanding , and intuition 
must be employed by the teacher in conjunction with the accurate 
informntion ·availabl e . 
6 . Systematic recording of the data mus t be done regu-
larl y and over a sufficient period of time to g ive an accurate 
picture of how the child ' s personality is developi ng . 
7 . The records should be used continually. They should 
follo the child from grade to grade and from school to school . 
8,. The rec ord should not be used as a ubstitute for 
other guidance procedures. The record can never replace per-
sonal knowledge and understanding . 
9 . The cumulative record should be made easily acces • 
sible to all those concerned with using them• but the contents 
should be treated as confidential. 
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The music cumulative record should give t he instrumental 
mus ic teacher all of the information that he needs to begin 
to undet•atand the child , but he mus t const ntly use 1 t and 
contribute ob jective , Gienificant data to it to gain a true 
under· s tunding . Vhile he will supplement it with material 
~athered from instrumental music and other school experiences , 
it cannot replace the regular gui dance record, nor should it 
~f it ls to be kept simple and easy to use . The watchwords 
in building the music cumulative record should b e p atience , 
accuracy, brevity, and utility. 
THI~ TESTING PHOGRA!t 
There are two ma in areas of testing that concern the 
instrumental teacher i n his search for more i nformation about 
the individual and the group . 'l'ests in the first area are 
cone rned 1th the measurement of apti tude , a~ility , talent , 
or capacity, the exact ter m used depending upon the interpre-
tation ~iven i t by t •o author of the test . Tests in the 
second area measure the outcomes of music education, such 
as si ~ht r eading a~ ility , theoretical and his torical knowl edge , 
performance ab ility . The first area must be dealt with cau-
tiously on the bas is of the conflicting results of scientifi-
cally controlled studies using tests of this type . The s e cond 
area is the safer of the t wo because it deals i th tools of 
measurement t ha t a re much more vali d . Both the standardized 
and the i n formal t ype test can be of inestimable value to the 
teacher i f he approaches the task of choosing and using t he 
corre ct test f or the correct situation with a definite purpose 
in mind and ith a basic kno ledge of testing to gui de his 
thinking through each important phase ·Of the process . Greene , 
Jorgensen , and Gerberich have presented a general outline that 
can assist i n the planning of an effective test pro ~ram: 
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1. Det;ermine ho '1 1 and. 1h t types of 1 test da.t '.ill 
be valuable in the solution of instruction or classr•oom 
Problo s hich have arisen . 
· 2. Select the best available tests for the purpose . 
3. Ualre ca eful pre .. arat_on , and then a.dministe1 .. 
the testa. 
4 . 9core t~a tests . 
5. Tabulate the scores, and analyze and in ter pi'et 
the results . 
6. Uae the results and interpretations in the 
el h ination or i mprovenent of the oond l t ion s r ave 1 d . l 
ThiG outline ;; ill be adhered to in this c'hapter in plan• 
n ing and discussing the various phases of music testine and 
its relation to the total ntus i c trui ance pro=1ram. 
!!av:ng ~ definite purpose f or tes t ing. Goo denough 
gave this reason for employing rnen tal tes ting and measurer.1ent • 
.1ontal moaourement in schools and colleges i s desi t ned 
to furth(l r the end to:vard which all education is directed -
that of furnishing the best possible opportunity for the · 
growth and development of the indivi dual student . 2 
In discussing the application of me asurement to educa• 
tion Goodenough lists five subsidiary objectives : 
1. To promote the general adjustment of the individual 
otudent throu~h better understanding of his abilities. 
aptitudes ,~ eapacities ., and needs .. 
2 . To aid 1n the identification of extreme deviates 
for whom special methods of instruction may be needed . 
3 . To aid gra e placement or the classification of 
students into e.billty group i ngs , or to serve as a partial 
standard for college admission . 
4 . To provide data for use in educational and voca-
tional guidance . 
2 Goodenough , ou. oit ., p . 455 . 
--
5. To provide' ob jective t·s t s of t h e rel tive 
effectiveness of diffez•e.nt ways of present ing school 
sub jec t matter or diff or nt plans of classroom 
organization . · 
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Some specific reasons for testing in the instrumental 
pro _,ram are : 
1 . To attemp t to locate promising rna te1•i a l :for the 
instru."'tlental pro ram by giving standardized tests to large 
unselected groups of school ch ildren . Seashore r .. cm!'lmended 
that standardized tests be used to .ocate outstandint:,lY go od 
and very poor talent in the fifth and then a gain in the eighth 
2 rades . 
2 . To assist i n ma.l{ing the best possible assi~ment 
of s chool owned instruments . Lars on used t h e 
to assi ,sn seven hundred s chool owned instz•uments as part of 
her r.ocheate r exp er~iment . 3 
3 . To assist the child and hi s p arents in selectlng 
the correct instru,--:1ent . L amp con ducted a study to deter1:1ine 
the pro nostic value of ental teats , music measures , and 
. hysical charactcr•lstios in selecting specific musical i n stru-
4 menta . 
1 Goodenou:::J'h , £E.!. c i t ,, p . 457. 
2 Seashore , ~ cit ., p . 327 . 
3 Larson , loc . cit . 
--4 Charles J • IJamp , "Can Ap titude for Specific Musical 
Instruments Be Determined", Yearbook of the Music Educators 
Nat ional Conference ., 1936 , Chic go , The Conference , 1936, 
PP • 246-So. . 
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4 . To de t ermine whether or not a child is · orking up 
to his ca~ac ity . Larson also ~ se' test result s to check on 
accomplishment at the end of the school year . 1 
5. To determi ne a child ' s potentialities rhen making 
ass1 _,nm~nts to be ginning instrumental classes . Ruth Lar son 
used standardized testa to screen children · -ith p oor b ility 
vth n making sel ections for free i nstrumental instruction. 2 
V:illinm Larson also used test for a similar purpose in r..tncoln , 
~iebraska . 3 
6 . To determine a child ' s readiness for advanced instruc-
tion or adr"11ission to advanced perfor mance groups . \ illiam 
Larson's Lincoln experLnant contributed some si ,,nifiaant infor• 
znuti on ... n this area. " 4 
7 . To determine the studen t 's achievement in tbe v9.rious 
info1•mational aspects of ins i;rument a l t raining , such as notation , 
terminolo y , and the care of the instrument . 
s. .~.o e.ssiat i n oval ua.ting the proeress being made 
with mental deviates in the instrumental pro :..rnm. :ruth Larson 
1 Larson~ ~ ~, p . 225 . 
2 Ibid . 
3 N1111am s . Larson, '' .. ~ee.surement of Talent f or the 
Predication of Success in Instrur11ental Music" • Uni versi tt o~ 
Io a Studies in .. sychol~e;~! ] I II , The University Press , owe 
city, Io e., !§36, PP • 3a- v • 
4 Ibid. 
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employp,d tests as part of the general follo - up program she 
conducted vlith g1!'ted chi.ldren .l 
9 . To provide the teacher ~dth aata with hich he can 
carry on research for the better ment of music education . 
Stanton 's extensive experi ment in eva.luating the Seashore 
t1easures of .idus ical Talent at the ,,as t me.n ~chool of Mus i c is . 
the prime example of this t ype of test ing objective on a 
large scale.2 
10. To give the teacher objective data to suppleme t 
his om and the observations of other s in the voca . i onal 
gui dance situation . 
Selecting ~ ~ ~ available . After the purpo~e 
of and the need for t estinp have been determined, the l'robl em 
is to select tho bost possible test for the situation . The 
numbe r or t ests of ability , aptitude , talent , or c&pacity 
proved worthy by scientific study rema i ns appallin~ly small . 
Ho ever , t he instrumental teacher should be familiar with 
all of the existing major to3ts and measures 1n his fiel d 
if his gui dance program i s to be based on the r1ost ob jecti,Je 
and a dvanced material available . 
1 Ruth Larson , ~ ~~ P • 225 . 
2 Hazel Stanton, Pro~onis of ~~usical Achievement, 
Studies in Ps cholor.;y , Hoc nester, ·f:!as t man School of ~.!'usic 1 
1 929 . 
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'Nine criteria of a e ood examination suggested y Gr eene , 
Jor Jennen# and Ger bcrich a r e listed below sa gui de and 
r evie 1: 
l. Validity . The: efficiency ith 7hich a test me sures 
vhat i t in supposed to me asure deter~ines its v~li . ity . If 
thi .... validity is to be r . spec ted , the test mus t be a c,_in istered 
only t o pupils satisfy1!1g t he qualificat ions concer ning a.ck -
ground and i ntellectual maturity upon which t he t est is based . 
The co f fici ont of validity expresses its stati stical validity. 
2 . Rel i abilit¥ • A test is reliable if it is cons i stent 
:rithin itself .. The i nternal connistency of s. teat is repre-
sente by the reliability coefficient. 
3 . Adequacy . A test t hat has been constructed on the 
basi s of sufficient samp1ln;:r a reflected in t he resul tant 
scores bein, representative of the areas measure d i s considered 
to be adequate . 
4 . Objectivity. A test that can be scored ·ithout the 
opinion of the scorer ente1•ing into the process is consi der ed 
ob jective . 
5 . Administrabil i ty . The features of a test which 
make it accurate and easy to adminis ter are what cons titute 
its adminis trability. 
l Greene • et . al . , :2E.:. ~. pp. 52-71. 
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6 .. Sc rnbil ity . When a l arge number or tests must be 
sco ... e • i n imite pe!' i od of tim::;~ , as is often t e case with 
the ..~.nstrU.."!l "'rtal mus lc t eac 0r , this a s pect beco-:ne ... v ry 
1 pOl'tant . A test should be scored rapidl y , simply , and 
;fficientl y . 
7 .. C orn~ e.rability . Results can be compared .'hen upl i ... 
cate forms of the t -s t are ava ilable or v1hen there are adequate 
normz to consult • 
• Eeonomy . On of the de t er mining factors in a1 . in-
:i. ~t ... r i ng tests ean be .th s1zP. of the mus1.c buc r-et or money 
available from o her ourcea . 
9 . Ut ility . The test must be given ~ith the 1 ea that 
its result s will be pu t to r·oo0. · "e as soon a.s ,;, os si le . 
Th ·.a nine criter.1.a. can be S.!J li"'d to a tes t eff1etently 
by s i n g .... th· rout,..h rating scale such s t . Cole-von Borgersrode 
or G·reene t s score sheet 
for appraisi-G a test . 2 Tl~ titl es of t es t to rate ea . be 
ta.'_en f r•.)m .!ildreth ' s list1~1 "_, and brought up to dD.te by consult-
in~ various periodicals that revie tests upon th ir ~u~l c • 
an excellent 
1 ~ obert D. Gole and Fred von Borgersrode, "A Scale 
for Ratin St andara i z0 d T s ts", School of Education Record of 
the Unive rsltz of 10:t>th Dakota , 14:11-!2, !§~~. · 
2 Fd ard B. Groene , Mea sur ements of Human fiohavior, 
revised , l o~, York # The Ody s sey ?res s , 1952, 
3 Gertrude H11 reth , Bi bl io, re..,..h o._ 
ScalesL !~ew York , The-..tr:s:-::y:-:c~::-,.o~· -~O'*:::f!.~C~a:"''""'""""'~~~~r::-~..-...~~. 
-:r.---..""'"""'--c~· n_,tr--, -1*94 5 • . 
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source of inrormation on new material published in the field 
of measurements . Critical revie- a and de s criptions are given 
by recognized authorities in the measurement field . All o f 
the more than eighty- six different tests available in music 
will not interest the i ns trumental music teacher , but he 
should gradually build up a file of rating s on the sign1f1ca.nt 
tests and measures in h is area . 
Detailed discussions of the ma jor tests in music are 
f ound in books on mental measurement and in the music psychol -
o~y works by Seashore , Sch oen 1 Mursell , and Lundin . Althou f.<'h 
much disaereement exists re l ative to the validity of the 
eashore .~ea.sures 1 tho only way to ful l y unders t and Seashore ' s 
purpose in constructing t he measures and his recommendations 
1 for their use is to consult his exact words . Lundin gives 
a thorough presentation of the e ffe c t ivenes s of the Seashore 
Measures , 2 as does Schoen . 3 They a lso discuss other impor-
tant tests , i ncluding their own tests . Mursell ' s approach is 
somewhat dirferent , 4 particularly in respe ct to the Seashore 
easures ; and it deserves attent ion if all sides of the contro-
vorsy are to be understood . There have been fe tests in any 
1 Seashore , £E.!_~~ pp . 302- 29 . 
Q 
~:;, Rober t 'fl . Lundin , An Object! ve Psychology o f ~usic , 
New York , The Ronald Press , 1953 , Chap . XI~I. 
3 Max Sch9en , The Psychology of Musio , Ne York , The 
Ronald Press , l940 ~ 
4 J ame.s Mursel l , Psychological Testing, 'New Yor k , 
Longmans , Green , and Company , Inc ., 194? . 
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field that have been as thoroughly studied, discussed and 
examined as the. Seashore ~ easures . Many of the tests avail -
able are patterned after Seashore ' s six components. 
No attempt is made here to evaluate the merits of the 
different test and 't!leasurements available in music . Some of 
the tests 111 obviously be useless if adequate norms are 
desired . Other tests will serve the purpose adtnirably . The 
use of tests of ability, aptitude , capacity , or talent ill 
depend upon the teacher ' s om kno 7ledge and conclusions o.s to 
their usefulness because both . sides of -the . ar -ument for and 
against their use are well documented . 'I'he best path to 
follo 'I is one of objectivity of thought and pr•ncticality of 
purpose based on rat ings , expert opinions , and scientific 
results . 
Preparing for , administering , !!!.2 scoring~ test . 
The best test available for any particular situation can be 
rendered useless by poor preparation and presentation . The 
time .taken to become familiar with the test manual and the 
directions for giving the test shoul d be considered aa impor-
tant as any other phase of the entire procedure . The first 
consider ation should be whether or not the time for 'iving 
the test is ri ..::ht . rrhe test should be administer ed at a time 
of the year hen the results can be put to the best use . 
Tests of ability , aptitude , capacity , or talent aan best be 
used at the beginning of the year or at the close of the school 
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year in preparation for the next year . The time for admin-
istering achievement tests would depend upon the frequency 
ith hich the teacher feels it necessary to test the progress 
of his students . The frequency with which stand .r dized tests 
can be given depends upon the number of forms of the test 
available, the area being measured , and the time lapse necessary 
between the administering of different forms of a test . 
'l'he next consideration is the suitability of the testing 
room. :r,requently the instrumental music room has no i'ac111 ties 
for do in !I' wr1 tten :vork . Ar1 .. angements should be made for the 
students to have some sort of satisfactory writing surface , or 
the test should be held in another more suitable room. If 
phonograph records are to be used the phonograph should be 
thoroughly tested for proper turntable speed and fidelity of 
repr·oduction in advance of the test . The extremely minute 
gradations of the different aspects of sound measur ed by the 
Seashore Measures of Musical Talent , for instance , make aat1e -
factory listening conditions imperative , not only as to the 
condition of the phonograph and the records , but in relation 
to the quietness of the room , its surroundings , and the size 
of the group . 
Goodenough recommends that the teacher glvinrs a standard• 
!zed test with oral instructions involved. read these instructions 
a l oud to someone before giving the test .. 1 She pointed out the 
1 Goodenough , op . c1t ., p . 306 . 
.. - ......_....,. 
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importance of creating the best possib~e atmosphere for test-
ing from the standpoints of the emotional condition and physical 
comfort of the students . Directions that are read in a pleasant . 
interesting ~ and unfaltering manner help to maintain this 
desirable atmos here . Knowing exactly ~hat the test manual 
contains makes it possible for the examiner to handle any 
situation that mi 0 ht arise to invalidate the test , such as 
questions allowed or the conditions under hioh the test 11as 
standardized. Sometimes a broken pencil or a. necessary trip 
to the reot room c~~ make the results of an i ndividual ' s t e st 
worthless . 
The test should be scored as soon as possible , before 
any tasks dema<'1ding considerable sustained effort interfere ~ 
Any quick scoring devices available should be employed , or 
constructed if none are prov ided ith the test materlal . A 
re-test should be arranged to provide t:.he teacher ith another 
opportun:tty to cheek on any significantly high or lo scores . 
Any computed scores 'should b e checked by someone else to insure 
complete accuracy. The scores should be entered in the music 
cumulative record im.:"l:tediately . 
Using!!!! test results . '.Phe teacher ' s thorough know-
led ~e of the test will aTibw him t o use its results intelli gently 
if he realizes that the results of this one test are just another 
a ddition to the ever- increasing fund of information available , 
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nd r e not to be · used alone in making any important decisions 
ff,cting the child's growth and development . The testing 
progr m can be the teacher's greatest tool of evaluation , or 
it c n be his biggest waste of effort , depen ding upon the 
spirit and unders tanding ith 1hich he plans his pro~rarn. . 
CHAP'l'ER \7 
UUD~~RS'l'AlWIHG 'l'HE PHYSICALLY HAN DICA ?PED CHILD 
LJ I NSTRUUEN TAL MUSIC 
A well balanced music guidance program must at teu:p t 
to pr ovide for the needs of 11 students , not just those 
· 1ho mi ght contribute t o a taus 1cn.ll y successful per formance . 
According to : u s se11.1 t oo much s tress is placed upon 
ach ievement ·and perfoz•mt:mce which me ans t hat t he better- than-
average musicians are receiving more attent ion tha~ t hose 
'lho are less able . He indicates furthet> tha t experiments have 
s hown that music has therapeutic values i n restoring mental 
effic i ency , in re.storlng t he use of limbs or o.r speech , and 
i n r estorln "' self-confi dence . Crippled chil dren can frequently 
compensate for deformitie s throu p music or they can i mprove 
t he condition of a damage d portion of the body through exercise 
on musical i nstrur:1ent s . The child 's handicap often fa de s into 
t he b ckground i n the e yes of others while he e;aina self-
confidence through satisfactory musical performance and pro ... 
ficiency ,. Howevex~ , the handicapped child is not al >rays crip-
pled or suffering from s personality disorder or mental defi-
ciency . He may be an extremely intelligent chil d 1th poten-
tialities that need explo1~ing and proper channell in .) • The 
1 Don Russell , "Music as a Therapeutic Aid", Music 
Educator s Journa l, :39 : 63- 64 , April-May , 1953 . 
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ser i ous or radical deviate ill seldom b in the re r,ular 
classroont , and if he is , his condition will u ually be known , 
but the chi l d who doesn't qualify in this respect , but ~ho 
mi ght if action isn't taken , is one of the mai n concerns 1n 
this and in t he next chapter . The magnitude of the problem 
of educating the exceptional ch ild is e vident when it 1a 
considered that between ten and t wel ve per cent of all 
elementary and secondary students are considered to be 
1 
except i onal i n some ~y . 
If the school system i s doi ng i 'ts bas ic job , t he 
c las sroom teacher. dll usually be B.Vi'are of the child ' s handi-
c ap . This lr:nowle d e r emains usele ss un til the tea cher becomes 
:familiar ··;ith the various aspects or this handicap that may 
become apparent in the classroom, in addition to lea1~ning hat 
instructional techniques ar e needed . Armed ·trit 1 this knowl edge 
the teacher can learn to dete c t handicaps that mi ght have other-
wise escaped notice i n some supposedly nor•mo.l child.. I f a child 
is undergoing t reatment for a handicap , t he teacher should be 
fully aware of this in order t hat any action tak en i n the class-
room m:t ght conform as closely as possibl e with the w:rk be i ng 
done by the specialist . 
Defining ~ classifying exceptional children. 
"'xceptional children have been defined as 
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thos e "Tho deviate from · ~hat is gupposed to be ve:rae;e 
in physical, mental , emotional. or social characteristics 
to such an extent that they require special educatione.l1 services in order to develop to their maxi mum eapacity. 
The re ular classroom, teacher is benefiting the . ntire class 
hen he provides for the exceptional child ' E:cause r:1any of 
the me thods used .f or the education of th exceptional child 
often rove very helpful to his more normal classmates. 
Exceptional chil .ren may be classified as follows: 5 
1. Children with physical handicaps 
a . Crippled- polio, cerebral _aley1 congenital 
deform! ty • other orthope-dic c ses, cardiae cases. 
b . I rnpa ired hearing .. con ~enital, a.dventiously 
deaf. h.a.rd- of .. hearing .. 
c. Visual i mpairments - blind and partially seeing . 
d . Speech handicaps - physical and functional 
e. Tuberculosis , epilepsy, endocrine disorders , 
and other mtnor physical deviations. 
2. Children ith mental deviations --~~-- ---- ------ ________ .__ 
a . Lou intelligence • both ~eeble minded ano less 
serious defectlons . 
1 Ibid., P • 3 '" 
3 Year ook Committee , op. cit ., p . 7. 
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b . High intelligence - also children with special 
talents and superior general intellectual ability. 
3. Children !!.'!!!! emotional .2.!:.. social maladjustments -
including children with serious behavior disorders or emotional 
disturbances . 
Educational ~ !a the instruction £!. exceptional 
children. Modern educational thought maintains that , among 
other thinga , the exceptional child is basically like other 
children , but that his instruction nrust be on an individualized 
basis , this latter point being very important . This is of 
i mportance to the instrumental music teacher in view of limited 
opportunities in the large band or orchestra for any extensive 
individual work . Four aims to keep in mind when planning for 
the instr uction of the exceptional child are :1 
1. Self-realization 
2. Human relationships 
3 . Economic efficiency 
4 . Civic responsibility 
Special general guidance needs. E.£.. ~ except ional child . 
There are several guidance needs which must be given special 
consideration when working with the exceptional child in the 
regular classroom. Finch and Yowell suggest some steps that 
mi ght be taken in this direction : 2 
1 Yea:r:-book Committee , 2E.!_ .2.!.h• p . 4 . 
2 F.H. Finch and Velma Yowell; "Guidance for the Excep-
tional Child" , Forty- Ninth Yearbook of the !Iational Society 
for the Study of fJ:ducat! on, Part II, p . 92 . 
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1. Leadin~ him into activities that he can do aa ell 
as his classmates . 
2 •. Assuring recognition when success is ach ieved by · 
t he handicapped chil d . 
3 . Provi ding f -or the development of new interests 
by leading him into appropriate experiences . 
4 . . •reachin ',S him skills (motor , social , etc .,) that 
ill cause him to e ain ·the a.dtnira.tion of his peers . 
5 . I mproving the gr oup atmosphere by teachin, tolerance , 
appreciation for unusual qualities in others , etc . 
The more spec i f ic needs o f the se children will be indi -
eate d as each type of handicap is discussed . 
I dentifY;ing and diaanosing the exceptional child . 
Many of the procedures use d in the identification and diagnosis 
of the exceptional child are not available for use by the class-
room teacher,. but he onn contribute i mportant information by 
means of observa t ion. The 1nstrum nta l music teacher frequently 
is able to detect the existence of significant influences on 
the ch il d 's behavior oz~ the patterns that his behavior is follow-
ing . Thi s is particul arly true when the t ea.cher works ith 
individuals in the instructional group . 'l'he pupil ' a reactions 
to the more f ormal atmosphere of the rehearsal are al so available . 
Topp recognize d. the teacher's vantage point in t his 
respect when he stated, 1 "••• the teacher is in a position 
1 Robert F . Topp , "The Advantageous Position of the 
Teacher in the Reoo!!,nition of Early Personality A.bnormalities", 
ducation 1 Adm1niotra t 1on and Supervision, 36: J anuary 1950 , p .34. 
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Which permits greater observat ional , preventative , and remedial 
opportunity than i s true of any other contemporary ·occupation . " 
He pointed out further t hat the teacher is sometimes in a much 
better position to understand the ohild t s personality than the 
parent i.s because of his more objective approach , unhampered 
by the over- protectiveness 1 ove:r•-indulgence or rejection 
practiced by some parents . Then, too, the pe.r•ents may be 
sui'ferinrf from mental d i sorders or lacking in the basic under-
standing necessary to evaluate a. child's behavior. As further· 
substantia.tion of t he instrumental teacher· ' s important po 1t1on , 
Topp said: 
Amon g ch ildren ,. early disorders of the emotions are mos t 
apparent when the individual is engaged in social inter-
action ••• (This) provides teaohers \lith opportunities. 
for de tailed observations of children that a psychiatrist 
mi ght well envy . l 
Such informat ion as paren tal attitudes toward practice and musi c 
study , exeeptional phys leal discomfort ,. feigned or real, exper-
ienced ·~hile playing , the obvious inability of the child to 
gr•asp the very f undamentals of instruc t ion , a noticeable lack 
of coordination, plus other meaningful iteras can all b e used . 
to either ber.>in th investi[Sation of a suspecte d deviate 01., 
to help the specialist evaluate progress bei~g made ith treat -
ment already prescribed . As the discussion of anecdotal records 
indicated , one 1 tern of beha,rior does not constitute proof of 
serious difficulty , but a recurrine pattern of behavior or a 
1
· Ibid . , p . 36 . 
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persistent physical difficulty provide firm ground for referral . 
This , of course , does not rer.nove the possibility of a single 
action or manifestat ion of a condition being of extreme importance . 
!!!!,. orthopedically handicapped. The instrumental music 
program can provide a very satisfactory area of accomplishment 
for the crippled child.. The variety of instruments to be 
studied a-"'ld the equally varied methods of producing sound offer 
a range of choice to fit the needs of many of these children . 
General facts and characteristics. Linck, Sho'\Ter, and 
_____ ......,._ ----- -
Jacobs presented four facta that help in understanding the 
orthopedically handicapped child:1 
1. Many orthopedically crippled children have multiple 
handicaps . 
2. Many orthopedically crippled children are over-age 
for their grade placement. 
3 . More boys, than girls are crippl ed. 
4. Intelligence quotients of the orthopedically crippled 
present a ske led distribution with more scores belo ~eighty 
than above 120. There is still no satisfactory test for the 
cerebral palsied child. It is very difficult to test the child 
with multiple handicaps . Long periods of bed confinement and 
l I.a trrence J. Linck, Jayne Shover, and Eveline Jacobs, .. 
"Teaching the Orthopedically Hanc'licapped and the Cardiopathic" , 
Fort •Ninth Yearbook of the National Societ for the Study 
Lauca t on, Par • 
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hospitilization often effect testing procedures adversely. 
I f t he orthope dically handicapped child is over-age 
i n his grade placement , as was mentioned above , sevore social 
problems ~.ay be created for the child, particularly if he is 
rejected socially or unable to participate in. the activities 
common to his age group . In this respect, the instrumental 
r.msic group can contribute by presenting the opportunity f or 
the crippled child to participate in a popular activity and 
even to excel . 
Handling this. handican in ..2 classroom. The results 
of close cooperation between the specialist working with the 
child and the classroom teacher offers the following advantages , 
1 
according to Linck, Shover• and Jacobs: 
1. Greater teaching effectiveness. 
2 . \ voidance of duplication of effort. 
3. Protection of t he child rvom the anxiety of conflict -
ing authority and t he frus trating situation of being faced 
'lth tasks beyond his level of accomplishment, or from the 
perpe tuation of. an emotiot1al immatur1 ty resulting from over• 
proteet:i.on. 
Several i mportant factors enter into the personal gutd• 
ance of the orthopedically handicapped child. The instrumental 
music teacher can help the child to accept his handicap in 
order to prevent "psychological" crippling . He must endeavor 
to treat the child with warmth , kindness , patience , and a deep 
personal interest. A complete understanding and recognition 
Ibid. ,p. 201. 
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of a child's handicap is indispensable . The child who has had 
the handicap from birth will exhibit e. different personality 
than the child v1ho is arlventioualy crippled. In spite of the 
understanding and w.armth required 1n handling the crip led 
child , he should expect and receive no special favors or 
concessions that will set him aside from his normal classmates . 
Thi s is part of the difficult task of aiding the child in 
developing a philosophical at;tl tude that will help him to 
endure the thoughtless words that are bound to be spoken 
and to meet the discoura,~ing situations that ill arise . Some 
school systems , with the permission of the parents , encoura~e 
teachers talking a child ' s handicap over with his classmates 
so that his accomplishments . :mi ght be fully appreciated in the 
light of his disability , and , also , to prevent him from being 
force d into activities beyond his capabilities . 
Th!, cardiopathically handicapped . 'I'he cardiopath 
exhibits syrnptoms that aro easily noticed. Re may be rest-
less, exhibit a considerabl e lassitude, be breathless after 
exercise , be flushed or have a slightly bluish color in his 
cheeks , lips, or fingertips. He frequentl y has a dry cough 
and experiences chest pains after active physical exercise . 
The perio ~ ic ::. ~- physical examination required in many states 
is helpful in identifying the cardiopath . 
Neither the cardiopath nor the crippled child require 
any special teaching techniques or methods if they are 
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normally intelligent and free from other restricting handicaps . 
~ auditoriallz handicapped . While it is improbable 
that a. severe case of hearing handicap would appear in the 
ins trumental music rogram without having been treated for 
t h e deviation, occasionally a child who has been dia~no.sed , 
treated , and wears a hearing aid will exhibit an interest in 
playing an 1nstrument . The quickest ar..d <i!.ost efficient way 
t o deter~ine his chances for success from a purely auditory 
s tandpoint · ould be to consult the school nurse or the child ' s 
otol ogist, and get a professional opinion based on facts . 
Even this may not be nec('sss.ry if the parents fully understand 
the condition and have already sought professional advise . 
The1~e is little cause for a prognosis of failure in instrumen-
tal studJ simply because a child has e. hearing loss . Although 
a.udttory acuity is one of the desired attributes of the 
successful musician, it is just one of many contributing factors 
that enter the playing of an i nstrument . 
General fact~ ~ characteristics . O'Connor and Streng 
generally classify the hard- of-hearing child as one able to 
1 
use language and speech . More specifically they sugges t four 
categori .s of hearing los" i n children : 2 
1 Clarence D. O' Connor and Alice Streng , 
Acoustically Handicapped" , Forti- Ninth Yearbook 
Society for the Study of Educat on, Part II , p . 
2 Ibid . , PP • 153•54 . 
"Teaching the 
of the National 
152 . 
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1. Slight losses - losses of twenty decibels or l ess 
in speech rnn~e (512 to 2,048 cycles per second) of the better 
ear ae measured by the pure- tone audiometer . There is usually 
no e ucational maladjustment, although a special seat in the 
class!•oom mi ;h.t be indicated . 
2 . Jodernte losse - average losses extending from 
t enty-f1ve to 55 decibels in speech range in the better ear. 
The hearing l oss someti!."les causes difficulty in personal , 
educational, or social adjustment. Speech , auditory , and 
lip training should be started and a hearing aid worn if the 
lose is as reat as 35 decibels . A special seat should be 
assiened , in any case . 
3 . Marked l osses - ranging from 55 to 60 , to 65 or 
74 decibels in speech range in the better ear from childhood . 
These children are conn idered neducatione.lly deaf" and require 
special training . 
4 . Profound losses - ranging from 70 to 75 decibels 
to the inability to dlstingulsh more than one or t'lo frequencies 
at the highest measurable level of' intensity in the better ear . 
The hard-of-hearing child will usually have an I.Q. 
of approximately 91 hen languar;e usage is involved in the 
measure . Without the language usuage . he will "nleasure normally . 
Some children with severe hearing losses will 'be retarded e.s 
much as three or four years . The hard-of-hearing child will 
probably experience difficulty in adjusting to his environment 
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and he will be more prone to emotional instability, introverted 
beha vior, and submissiveness , depend i ng upon the oegree of 
his deafness. However , the child with the slight hearing loss 
may suffer n o ill effects musically , socially, or emot1or;tally. 
Although little is known of an ob jective nature concerning 
motor ability and deafness, it :l.s known that s. substantial hear• 
ing loss can be accompanied by damaged motor ability- In s pite 
of this possible motor damage, deafness does not s eem to have 
a negative effect on aptitude for motor skills . 
Handling 2 handicap in ~ classroom. In ork ing 
ith the acoustically handicapped child , the instrumental 
teacher would have to make certain that any instructions 
g iven are presented in a f airly loud voice, facing the child 
who might be reading lips. 
The visually handicapped. The partially- see ing child 
for whom no si ~ht-saving classes are provided or ho has pro• 
gressed from this special class to the regular classroom, will 
occasionally appear i n the instrumental class or group . Just. 
as in the case of the hard-of- hea!•ing child, this need not 
i mmediately be labele d as beyond the limits of the instruction 
offered . If the child h as t he interest and enough sip;ht to 
allow him to see the music without too great an e ffort , he may 
be as successful as a more normal child . 
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General facts ~ characteristics . The pa.rti 1 i ng 
chil d has been defined by Hatha ay an~ Lowenfel~ as a child 
~<ho , 1 after having had all possible medical and opt i cal ca e 1 
has vi s ion of 20/ 70 to 20/ 200 in 1; e best oye, or a child 
·.dt". s : ious prosr·esa i v ye difficulties . Al s o i n this 
category is the child suffet .. ing from di s as e s of the eye or 
b ody that seriousl y effect vision . Uatha"t;ra" lists some of 
the effects of poor vision on the behavior an hee.1th of 
a child : 2 
a . Walk s very cautiously and stumble s frequently . 
b . eading mat erial and othor f ine vi sual m terial 
. hold too close or t oo far away . 
c . Frequent brushing away of bl ur, frequent eye 
rubbing , frowning , faelal distort ion when observing distant 
or close ~· ork , shutt i ng or covering one eye , tilting the head 
t o one si de or thrusting it for vard . 
d . Failure to see distant objects and reading material 
a~ parent to others . 
e . o ver-sens itive t o light . 
f . Inability t o dis t i nguish colors . 
1 Winifred Hathaway and Berthold towenfel d , "Teaching 
the Vi suo.l:!..y Handicapped", Forti-Ninth Ye·arbook of the National 
Socie ty for the Study of Educat on , Part !I, p. 13~. 
2 
'inifred Hathaway , Education an d Health of the Partially-
Seeing Chlld , .New York , Columb ia Univ r"ity Press , l943 . 
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g . Inability to correctly estimate the location of 
ob jects . 
h . Failure to see objects not directly within the 
line of vision . 
In addition , there are numer ous ·other indications such 
as blood- shot and ;vatering eyes . Common complaints are head ... 
aches , naus a , dizziness , double vision , burning or itching , 
blurring , and pus in the eyes . · 
Handling ~ handicap .!!! the classt•oom. rl'he cursory 
eye examinations which are standard in most schools ill 
usually detect any visual deviates , but often the major prob-
lem for '!;he school is to provide the partially- sighted with 
an education along with t:he other children. The instrumental 
music room sometimes is not speciall y constructed f or that 
purpose , but it is used because it is far enough away from 
the other classrooms to prevent any disturbance . This means 
that lighting facilities can be sub- standard . Instrumenta l 
mrk demands good lighting due to the inoreased distance f .ro:m 
the stand to the eye , along with the f r equent necessity of 
atching a conductor . The partially- see i ng child ill have 
definite problems hen trying to read music from th stand . 
He may need a stand by himself in the performing group . Any 
board work or other viaual n1ateri.al pr esented to the class , 
including the nstruotlon book1 should be clearly visible to 
this child , either by virtue of its position or by the size 
of the notes and letters involved , or both. 
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Experience in working with the partially sighted 
instrumentalist in situations such as local music festivals 
where there are several teachers and many students from dif-
ferent schools involved, indicated that the child's own teacher 
must be particularly careful that undue hardship or embarrass• 
ment does not occur as the result of a teacher not cognizant 
of the child's sight difficulties moving him around through 
mazes of stands to sit next to another child who might not 
understand hy the stand must be so close. One of the means 
that the intelligent child has of handling himself in these 
situations is to develop his power of memorization to the 
point where he does not need to be close to the music at all 
times . Nevertheless, the teacher should take steps to inform 
any other teachers who might not know of a child's handicap 
to ave1•t any serious social situations from arising. 
Speech _handicaps . •rhe instrumental teacher is not 
primarily concerned with oral presentation in class, but the 
limited amount of verbal discourse that takes place can reveal 
the existence of speech deficienc.ies that would require special 
treatment by speech therapists. Some of the symptoms are faulty 
articulation resulting from poor training or organic or psy-
chological conditions existing in the child, a lack of fluency 
betraying anxiety problems exhibited in stuttering or general 
non-fluency, or the pitch , quality, loudness, and rate of the 
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voice. Poor -vord usage and lack of kno led e . plus lack of 
skill in transmission are other symptoms.1 
The epileptic , the tuberc.ular, children !'lith endocrine 
disorders 1 and · other minor dif!'icul ties . As has been pt•evioualy 
mentioned , many school sy.stems have made it a policy t o have 
the school nurse discuss an exceptional chil d ith the teachers 
ho 1111 be instructing him. This immediately gives the teachers 
an advantage in workin~ with the child and understanding him. 
It is quite posa 1b1e that a child suffel,ing from epilepsy could 
remain in class for a long period of time without the teacher 
knoMing of his affliction due to the sedation the child ~as 
under, and , also, if his parents do not want his condition to 
be lmown . This could result in poor handling of the pupil by 
the teacher through no rault of his own. A teacher must know 
how he vy this sedation is and how much to expect from the 
child as a result of it . 
Gener al facts and characteristics. Although the teacher 
may never observe a child having n seizure, some knowledge of 
the different kinds of epileps y may help in the detection oi' 
one of the less demonstrative forms .2 
1 
"/endall Johnson, "Teaching Children With Handicaps" , 
Fort~-Ninth Yearbook oi' the National Society for the Study 
of E ucat!on , Part II, p. 176. 
. 2 William .1 . Cruickshank and ~lilliam G. Preacher • 
"Special Education for the Epileptic , the Tubercular , and 
Children with Glandular Disorders 11 , I•'orty-Ninth Yearbook of 
the National Society for the Study ·Of Education , Part II, p. 221 . 
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Grand m.o.l - a r:;eneralizeu type with loss of 
.;;;.;;...;;;.;...o,.;.;.-
consciousness . 
2. Sensor:y ~ .. related to the function of the 
auditory, visual , olfactory, and somatosensory system. 
3 . Visceral ll.2.!, - autonomic seizure involving the 
interna body structure . 
4 . Physical ~ - p~tit mal, dreamy seizures states 
and psychotic states . 
A child who has suffer ed from epilep sy from early 
childhood Tlill exh ibit more pronounced effects from the 
affliction than the child ho was atric.ren later in life • 
..:arly ep ilepsy can effect a child ' s intellectual ca.pa.c tt1es 
and have a pronou.."tced effect on his personality . The I . Q. 
of the epileptic will range, ordinarily, from 96 on up . There 
s~ems to be little substantiation for the claim of the e x istence 
of an "epilep tic" personality as such, althou h there are ce r -
tain traits that anyone rdth organic brain damage can exhib it . 
Frequently, the traits devel oped by the child are t he result 
of his parents • mishandling of the problem itself , not ncces -
sarily because the child has epilepsy . 
The epi leptic may exhibit mental activity that is spon-
taneously uneven or erratic . He may be moody , hot tempered , 
egocentric , rigid , meticulous . and express anger all out of 
proportion to the cause of the anger . Perseveration , organic 
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pedantry , tendencie s to ard cruelty , and a fierce desire f or 
affec t ion are also common.l 
The educat i onal activities of children uffering f l"Om 
t ubercul osis, glandular di s orders , or lo ere d vitality may 
b e limited by t he f atigue fac t or , h ioh will make modification 
of the i r pro grams necess ar·y . The tube:roul ar ch ild in t h e 
regular cl assroom will almost al ways be under medical care and 
not in the communicative stages . Some of the more common 
gl andular disorders are li·sted below because of their fairly 
h i gh rate of i ncidence among children, 
1 . Hyperthyroidism. The symptoms are loss of weight 
and strength , palpitation, nervousness ., tremors in the hands ., 
increased. appetites , elevated basal metabolism,. and increased 
perspirat ion . It is fairl y common among adolescents . 
2 . Hypothyroidism. ·rhis is characterized by the facial 
expres s ion , diminished physical and mental activities , low 
basal metabolic rate , and changes in the body tissue . 
3. Hzyo• and hyPerpituitarism. Symptoms are a complete 
absence of fUnction , retardation of growth , or at the other 
extreme , giantism.2 
4 . Undernourishment and malnutrition . ~--~~~~~~- --- . . 
1 Cruickshank, Ibid. ., pp . 224•26. 
2 Ibid • • PP • 232- 35 . 
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Handling ~ handicap · ~~ classroom. With an epi-
l eptic in t e cl ass , the teacher shoul~ give some thought to 
t he pos!}ibilit;y of the child havi ng a grand mal-type seizure 
durin£~ ochool without time to leave the classroom before being 
stricken. ' thot?ough discuss ion of the situation ':lith the 
_ urse , guid nee personnel , or the pi' i nc i pal oul d be helpful 
i n kno··dng the roper steps t o take i n handl i ng the class 
~hile the se i zure is i n progress . From the standpoint of the 
stricken chil , he ..,hould not be z• strained , but s omething 
shoul d be placed _n h i s mouth to pr ... vent him f r.•om b:J.t1ng his 
tongue , and o.ny nearby furn i tur.r: moved to prevent him from 
striking it . 
There are no svecial me thods or considerations rhen 
t1e epileptic chi l d or the child ith a gl andular di sorder 
ia in the i nstrumental class if the child is of average 
mentality and is relat i vel y stable emotionally . If the teacher 
kno:vs and understands the chil d 's condition his chances of 
be ing successful in teaching the child are grea t l y enhanced . 
CHAPTER VI 
lJNDF.RSTA ·Tn!' W T1IF HENTA!. DEVIATl~ AND TRR 
SOC!. LLY AL DJUSTED CHIL I ~ I ~.STlHT:<!ENTAt, , USIC 
The problem of educating the exceptional child woul 
be g catly e:i p lified if just Otle handicap or deviation had 
to be cons_dered , but :frequently theze are several handicaps 
to to.ke into cons ideration. A physical handicap will often 
be acco panied by some sor"t of cor,\plex mental dl fficul ty , 
either con~enital or induced by the handicap . Perhaps the 
handicap will be a combination of a number of mental istur-
bances , or the difficulty may be that the child is of -super ior 
intelligence and ability , but h aving just us much diffi-culty 
as hin retarded classmate due to the . ineff'ectiv-eness of his 
instruction and guidance. T_le behavior problems cr·eated will 
often disturb the teacher a ,reat deal more than. the causes 
of these actions. 
~ mentally deficient child.. Teachers are pa1•ticule.rly 
interested in the mental capacitie s of their students b cause 
these capacities have a direct , i mmediate bearing on the 
instructional materials and methods they use . Many teachers 
base their entire success upon the intellectual accomplishments 
of their students in the classr·oom. 'rhe mentally deficient 
child can be at a distinct disadvantage in the regular classroom, 
dependin~ on the degree of his retardation. Hi s chances for 
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success in tl1e instrumental clnss deiJend entirely upon the 
teacher's understandin," of his limi tnt ions and problems . 
Genel"al facts and chara.c terist ics . G-oodenou . h er~nes 
rncnto.l defic:tency as "a state of mental baclrwardness or retard-
ation as compared to the e<Dnerality of persons o.f similar age . nl 
rv ile the e::ttl~ rne cases or mental deviation may be ... nst1tut1 on-
alize or p rovic ed for by special classes, thel~e are enough 
problemo to b solved i n • orldng vlith those who appear in school 
to arrant giving t _is area of handicap car·eful connider·ation . 
Kelly and Stevens have d.f.il ved into the behavior and character-
istics of t !H'f mentally defic i ent student . 2 A su..~ ry of' their 
extensive presentation i.., nre sented to give a c omposite , general 
pic ~.~ur of wha- the 'teachel? can expect from this t ype of atudent . 
1he teacher knoYs 1thin the limits of the tests t hat 
heve been g iven the child how he rntes in relation to his fellow 
classmo.tes , and the teacher may even kno, the s;>eclfic areas 
of deficiency. r~emedial wor•k :may ali'ee.dy be under'·my . By 
carefully obaervin~ his actions , h is adjust!lients , and his 
:h sical effic iency as member of the group , the teacher c n 
categorize h.:m in respect to his ol s smates . · The next conslder-
s.tlon is the :realization the ch ild will not be able to think 
1 G·ood.enough ; ~ .£!.h• p •. 548 . 
2 Elizabeth M. Kelly a.."ld Harvey A. Stevens , "3p cial 
Education f or the Mental ly Handioapped tt , Fort y- Ninth Yearbook 
of the national Soc iety for Study of Educo.t ion 1 J>art II , pp . 237 ... 57. 
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abstractly or symbolically, and that his instruction must 
be adjusted accordingly . He will not have the efficiency of 
his peers. Socially he will attempt to compensate for his 
educational shortcomings by misbehaving and s howing a definite 
1m..'1laturity by ref us.1ng to accept persona.l end soclal respon~!i­
b!lity. Generally speaking , his coordination will be poor 
and be will not be flexible or adaptable . He must have assist-
ance in his personality development because he will not see 
desirable tx·aits as being worthy of acqu1r1ns. fuen he is 
placed in a restricting situation, he will continue to with-
draw beyond normal limits and will become even duller t han he 
is under normal circumstances. \'fuen he is thrust into a 
rapidly changing enviromnent, he will react 1n a disorganized 
manner . Kelly and Stevens sum. up the behavior of the mentally 
handicapped individuals. in this statement t 
The unsatisfactory performance of the mentally he.ndi ... 
capped individuals is attributable to the faot t hat they 
lack the flexibility and reserve power needed to combat 
heavy restraints, sudden changes. or undue pressures.l 
His emotional res.ponse will depend on the degree of intelli-
gence that he possesses, but he will have the same f'eeline s 
~s a normal individual . 
Newaoheck•s three-year study, at the pr1mary•intermed1a.te 
level, of slow learners, (I.Q. 50 .... 75);2 indicated that musical 
l Ibid., P• 240. 
2 Vivian Newacheck , "Music and the Slow I4earner" • 
Music Educators Journal, 40=50, November- December, 1953. 
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experience definitely benefited the mentally handicapped in 
this instance . The study was not restricted. to instrumental 
music, but . includ.ed a number of difTerent activities . The 
slo learner profited from a relief of tension through directed 
an d creative expression, from t he integration with his entire 
developmental program that was possible through music , and from 
the socializing and ind,.vidual spirit fostered by the activities . 
The inclusion of community music and other educational skills 
at the advanced le11el of the study were jud0ed. to be meaningful 
to the chil d . Newacheck definitely concluded that , as a result 
of the study, the slow learners developed interests in other 
fields through music, and that success in music helped them 
to accept failure in some other fields more readily. Music 
taught them to be more tolerant and to respect their attitudes 
and individuality of others. Music helped them emotionally, 
physically, intellectually, and soaially to live better lives. 
Soheerenberger . ooncurred with the results of the above 
study.1 He considered music the only area of education pos• 
sessing the basic emotional and esthetic appeal necessary 
in working with the mentally handicapped. The possi bilities 
presented in music for including a wide variety of themes, 
lyrics and physical responses that appeal to almost any mental 
1 Richard c. Scheerenberger, "Presentin~ Music to the 
Mentally Retarded" , .. 1usic Educators Journal, 41:23-25, November-
December, 1954. 
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a ge were considered vitally important. Although this refers 
w..ainly to vocal , · listening , and rhythmic activities , the 
judicious choice of material and the variety of activities 
that t he i nstru.rnantal teacher can offer the mentally handicapped , 
with the inclusion of t he rote learning of songs could substan~ 
tiate Scheerenberger ' s .findings. He found that the mentally 
z•etarded children he \"or ked with exhibited the following general 
chara cteristic.s :1 
1. !!~xtreme brevity of a ttention span. 
2. Poor powers of retention. 
3. Poor powers of concentration. 
4. Limited ability in comprehending abstract material . 
5. A wide gap between mental age and ability in com-
P l~ison with the difference between socla.bili ty and general 
i nterest levels. 
Strockbine worked with a band made up entirely of -
2 retarded children i n an i nstitution. His group included 
trainable children with I,. Q.'s ranging from 50 to 75. The 
musical ability of these chil d~en ranged from poor to excellent . 
He found that the retarded child was often ma.turo,appealing , 
and the possessor of a un~. rpte personality , contrary to the 
1 . Ib 1 d • , p. 24 • 
2 Frank Strockbine , Jr., " r.tusic for Retarded Children", 
ducational 1usic Ma gazine, 30:21, January-February, 1951. 
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popular misconception that tl1is type of person is always dull . 
The band in question was good enough to play all standard 
band literature that normal groups at their a.ge level played, 
and eYeryone in the band could readmusic to the extent that 
no finaerings or other helps had to be marked in the music. 
The group played for many fu._-rtctions throughout the state, in 
!l dition to participating in parades as a marching unit. 
Strockbine pointed out that although he had to do a great deal 
of slow, laborious work in rehearsal with these children. they 
were able. to accomplish a grea.t deal. even though their minds 
did not "rasp things as quickly as the more normal mind would. 
The retarde d mind is a sane mind that learns slowly. Strockbine 
listed three main benefits that the retarded child gained from 
musical participation:1 
1. The retarded child gets needed recreation and 
esthetic experience geared to his level. 
2 . The attainment of success in music aids advancement 
in other areas, as well. 
3. The social growth o.f the retarded ehild is guided 
into effective channels by coeducational endeavors that fit 
him fo:r- a natisfa.ctory community experience, if he is to 
eventually assume a role 1n the no:r-mal li.fe outside of the school. 
1 Loc. cit. 
--
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Handling ~ mentally deficient .!a ~ classroom. 
s~~rizing what has been said above. the t e acher must learn 
the nature of the deviation and plan his insti'uction accord-
i n gl y . Scheerenborgcr found that when selecting mat;erial for 
use by the mentally retarded child the i mportant consideration 
had to be i n terest, not intellectual conten t or ach1 evement.1 
His use of the r ote approach gave the mentally re tarded child 
a chance to participate successfully with his peers. This 
would be a di f ficult thing to accomplish in t he school orchestr a 
whore the retarded child is in the distinct minority , but it 
might be done t hrough attract! 1rely prvsente d technical matertal 
in short song form , for instance. Scheerenberger further 
determined that by starting the child at his own l evel and not 
forcin_, him to perform at the le vel of his peers, he was able 
t o g ive him the successful musical experience he needed through 
an individual ized pro t;ram . This may s ·till seem highly i mprao-
tical to the busy instrumental teacher, but the main emphasis 
i n educating the exceptional child is individualized instruc-
tion, and if he is to provi de for every child in the class, 
this i s the challenge that he must meet . Scheerenbergar 
su~gested several rules to follow when working with the mentally 
2 
retarded child in the regular classroom: 
1 Scheerenberger, ~ cit., P• 24 
2 Scheerenberger, .2E.!. .£!h, p. 25. 
r. 
\ 
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1. The individual's capabilities should be utilized 
to the maximum. By being allowed to succeed he can keep 
his group status . 
2. Participation and enjoyment are the i portant 
aims. Performance is seconda1·y. 
3. Class activities should be modified to allow him 
to participate. 
4. He can pass out books and perform other menial 
tasks , but this activity will not substitute for his being 
able to express hi.mself, nor will it help him to gain satis-
faction , growth, ~~d broaden his interests as he can by 
actually participating successfully in the musical activities 
of the class . 
!.!!! gifted child. The mental deviation of the · gifted 
child can produce a multitude of difficulties in the reeular 
classroom, if-his needs as an exceptional child are not satis-
fied . In music instruction in the public schools this child 
generally receives as little special attention as does the 
mentally retarded child in the regular classroom. 
General facts and characteristics. Surnption, Norris , 
and Terman characterize the ~ifted child as one who is a 
skilled reader,1 a rapid learner, able to generalize easily, 
1 Merle R. Sumption , Dorothy Norris , and Lewis Terman, 
"Special Education for the Gifted Child" , Fort-v-n1nth Yearbook 
of the National Society f'or the Study of Education , Part II, 
pp. 263-64. 
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to think logically, and t 'o comprehend meanings . He will be 
rebelious when subjected to common routines and he will 
react unfavorabl;y to restrictive s ituations. His interests 
ill be ::nany and varied. His personality 1111 de~relop into 
a well integrated one characterized by common sense, breadth 
of mind , - and the po~er of self-criticism. He will be relatively 
free from nervous trouble and he will be well nourished . Stanton 
defines the musically gifted child as being one in whom "very 
superior ability is permanent or continuous throughout his 
development."1 This concept of the gifted child rules out 
those children who exhibit great promise at one stage of their 
development , but never again after that. Stanton pointed out 
. ' 
that the gifted child usually comes !"rom an environment with 
2 
some of these ad'Tanta.ges: 
1 . .A.t least one of the parents is a professional 
music ian, . and music played by artists is heard as a matter 
of course in the daily home life. 
2 . The community in which the child lives gives him 
the opportunity to attend many concerts and recitals to hear 
musicians of the f !nest caliber. 
Stanton listed three ways or identifying the gifted 
1 Hazel M. Stanton, "The Gifted Child in f,usic ", Journal 
of Educational Sociology , 10:'77, Octo ,er , 1936 . 
2 Ibid., p . 80 . 
3 Ibid., p . 75 .. 
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1 . Early and continuing precocity on an instrument 
or ith composition, usually evident around age fi ve. 
2 . Private teachers are frequently in e position to 
j udge the true potential of a c hil d • if the tea:che!• is an 
accomplished musician and under•stands children, and if he 
h s had suf ficient chance to obser-ve a child over a l ong 
period of t i me . 
3 . Students ranking in the highest decile in the 
Seashore Me asures £!. Musical Talent are p otent ially gi f ted . 
1h 1 is open to dispute , as as mentioned in the d iscus s i on 
of testing , but Stanton orked on t h is problem for over 10 
years in Rochester and was a ble to realize results using the 
Seashore Measure s plus an intelligence test and other inf or • 
mation .1 In fact , sh e ma de the posi t ive statement tha t .. The 
best single cr i terion fo r the i dentificat ion of the gifted 
child i n r!msic is the classification from the Seashore 
2 Tests". 
The most conclusive and thorough studies on t he sub-
ject of characteris t ics of the gifted child were conducte d 
over a period of twenty-five ye rs by Ter man and his aesociates . 3 
The f ifteen hundred subjects involved who had been judged 
1 Stanton. loe. cit. 
----- ............... 
2 Stanton , "The Gift ed Ch ild i n Music", p . 77. 
3 t ,. M. Terman , Genetic Studies ot Genius. 4 vols . 
1925-1945 , Stanford Univers ity. dai!.foi>nia, Stanfor d 
Univerf1ity Press . 
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gifte as a :result of thoir s cores on the S~anford-Binet 
test or the ... orman group t est · ere studied a s children and 
then as adults . Among the far-reac.ing r sults of the Ptudy , 
t- e "'ollm ing obsorvations ~.·rere 1~ade relativ to the '1ifted 
child: 
1. Gift d children were superior i n health, physique, 
and personality . 
2.· Gifted children were best in abstract subjects and 
poorest in penmanship and routine mathematics . 
:3 . The gifted children were usually t\· o or three grades 
belo in achievement level. 
4 . The g ifted children studied usually became intel-
lectually superior a dults . 
· Handlin~ the g ifted chil d .!.!! the classroom. The situation 
of having a gifted child in the instrumental class can be 
troubleso .• e unless his case is thoroughly understood. The 
muaicnlly gifted child may never appear in the instructional 
group , but he mi ght be a member of e.n advanced pe't"forming . 
group .t 'l'he child '.'1ho is gifted in some fteld other than musi c 
may want to study nn instrument and if he does it may be 
expected that he fill not exhibit any more than a.varae;e pro• 
r;tress musically •. but he may :find the theoretical and technical 
problems of an academic nature very simple to grasp . The 
musically gifted child may or may not possess general intel-
lectual superiority. but his musical superiority may give him 
the necessary incentive to outdistance the remainder of the 
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group in accomplishment 1 although some o:!.' the i?,roup r1ay be 
s uperior to him in non- :m,lsica.l areas . At any rat e , the gifted 
ch _ld s hould be. challenge d to the fullest extent of his ab111-
t~e s , if p os sible. 'He must be . -nstructed in the acquisition 
of g ood study habits fr·om the very beginning of his musical 
experience.. He should be placed i n contaot · 1 th other· g i.fted. 
ch ildren so that. he may no t qevolop the idea that he is the 
only ~ifted person alive . sumption . Norris., and Term n des -
c r lbed a general progra~n for g ifted chil dr·en carried on i n 
1 Clevel nd . Some of the o b jectives of the program were : 
1. To i ncrease the knowl edr.e and: skills of the -gifted. 
2 . To develop his alertness . 
3 . To deve l op his ini ·tiative and creative pm era . 
4 . To develop in him the attitude of critl.cal think inrs . 
5 . To develop in him t h e po er to plan• execute . and 
j udge independently. 
6 . To develop in him an i ncreasing a bility to share in 
a varie t y of undertakings . 
7 . To develop his leadership . 
The progr&~ included students with I.Q. •s of 125 or 
above lth children with widely varying per.sonali ties . The 
keynote of the ent i r e program was "enrichment", one of the 
basic needs i n the education or the gifted child• 
l Sumption,. ~ al., .22.!, .ill!_, PP • 266-71. 
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Stanton made a nm'" " r of suggestion s t_lat have proved 
usc:f'ul in oc t: atiiJ.13 the gifted chil :1 
l. The a.tn.osphcre in -;hich the sifted chil d is ta.u;;"ht 
~ · ust be one or cooperatior , understandinG, a.nd non-interference 
by all concerned 11th the process . 
2. . '?. gift ed chil.. ill need · f reedom of sel i'• con rol 
t o follovr his ·nter eats and execute his i deas . 
5 . The treatment t;hat the gii'ted chil recei ves should 
be planne d according to hin motives• urges , interests , and 
h s :mente.l , phyoical, and nervous encr [)y, not according to 
some .: re-conceived not i on that the parents or his t eachers 
mlS}lt h \?e . 
4 . He :must be protected· as much a"' po sible !'rom . the 
dulline limitations of raechaniz d routine . 
5 . He should not be made to feel conspicious among 
normal children. 
!f he i .s a musically g ifted child Stanton recommends · 
that l11s trainint: be c entered around educational and cultural 
considerations that ·dll giv him a thorough knowledge of 
his env i r onr:umt and the use of his particular talents to 
their est o.dva.ntaBe • His musical career should be placed 
i n the hands of a maste r teacher who understands the situation 
and kno s children. These lessons shoul d be started earl y . 
1 Stan ton , "Tb.e Gifted Chi l d in Music" , PP • 81-82. 
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ccord1ng t o sur .1 the emphasis in music education 
needs to be ·on developing opportunities that ill provide for 
the gifted child • such as small ensembles ; and intensified 
study in music li t erature, theory , and a5)plied mu.3ic . In 
discussing standards of achievement he stated: 
There can b e no compromise here . 'rhese students must 
be required to meet high standards , or the gifted are 
lost to :men1ocr.1 ty. PJ•ovision f or our gifted students 
has been inadequate e.nd must be e. ~art oft e total 
school pro ~ram. 2 
He also urges teachers to enroll greater numbers of 
average and belo ... average children , even probl ems and misfits, 
throu3h the use ?f simple exploratory instruments presented 
under• more informal cir cumstance than are usually associated 
~ith instrumental music instruction. The problem of providing 
for the extremes as well as the mi ddle is one that needs the 
undivided attention of.' every m:usic educator • 
..112. socialli[ ntall,ldjusted .child. This type of child 
undoubtedly suffers more in justices from his teachers than 
o.ny other category of deviate because he strikes at the roots 
of a t eacher's chara.cter and true beliefs about education,. not 
only those that the teache1·· likes to tn.lk about . He burrows 
under the surface and reaches the vulnerable human, or inhuman . 
c lement in the teacher . 
1 William R . Sur , ''Music: A Part of the Total Program" • 
Ecucnt _onal Music ·~~a.gnzlne , 32:8- 9, J'anuary-fr'ebrua.ry , 1953 . 
2 Ibid .. , P . B. 
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General .facts and characteristics. Stulken def'ines 
. . _..;;;.;;.;--.,,..;;.;;....;;..;..;;...;;.;;...;,,..;;.;;...;;;..;.. 
this type or child as one who is "exceptional" because of 
h is notable .f ailure to ndjust himself to the behavior pat.tern 
.- l 
of ordinary school situations. He further sta tes: 
When a child's behavior does not interfere with his 
personal growth or with the lives of other people, we 
may consider that behavior adequate ••• When the behavior ••• 
interferes with the lives of others ••• we may consider it 
inadequate behavior. or a type of social maladjustment .2 
Usually included in the socially maladjusted cat e gory 
are truants, del1.nquents 1 incorrigibles, behavior-problem 
oases, pre-delinquents, pre-truants, the psychotic, and the 
emotionally unstable 1 negativistic child. Stulken lists three 
3 patterns of social maladjustment: 
1. The unsocialized aggressive child who has no 
loyalties and is rejected. 
2. The socialized delinquent who has strong loyalties 
and is rejected later in life. 
3. The over1nh1bited child living 1n a repressed 
environment. 
Frequently the socially maladjusted child 1s present 
in the lower grades , but he very often 1s not treated until 
he reaches the upper grades and much damage has already been 
1 Edward Stulken, "Special Schools and Classes !"or the 
Socially Maladjustedu, Forty ... Ninth Yearbook of the Na'l;ional 
Society for the Studz ol fl:C!ucation 1 Part !!, p. ~§1. 
2 Ibid.,_ P• 282. 
3 Ibid. ,. 
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done. Baker and Tz·aphngen conducted a study of.' 1,35'1 children 
in the elementary schools of Detroit . 1 They found that about 
one per cent of the total enrollment were behavior problems . 
Ei ghty five per cent of these . ere boys. 
Physically, the child may be sufferin r.1 from some dis -
order that· is helping to cause and complicate his maladjustment. 
Psychologically, there may be several factors 1nvolved: 2 
1. In social maladjustment ~ the dull-normal cateeory 
prevails , but all levels of intelligence are involved. 
2. School failure is often the major point of em.pha s1s 
in the malad justment . 
3. The dull- normal child is bri ght enough to make 
trouble, but not intelli gent enough to foresee the consequences 
of his actions. 
Poor social backgrounds and homes lacking in good ideals 
often produce the socially maladjusted. This type of child 
does not work well in the regular classroom due to the fact 
that he is easily discouraged.. 'l'hen he will seek poor outlets. 
Anxiety neurosis. susceptibility to nervous stra:tn, sadism, 
masochism, narcism, Oedipus complex,. and homosexual! ty are 
all prevalent in the socially maladjusted . 
1 H.J. Baker and v. Traphagen, The Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Behavior-Problem Children, New York,. ifac url.i:m Company, 193-~. 
2 Stulken, op._ .ill!_, p. 2BB. 
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Sympt oms 2.£ social maladjustment . One of the vital 
decisions that a teacher has to make . is knowing when e. child's 
'beha vior is serious enough t o 'warrant referring him to guid-
ance personnel for professional t z,ea.tment. Bl os feels that 
t here a l"'e two distinct patterns of behaviol~ t hat are indi ca.o. 
tive of deep distresa . 1 The first is a. serious ancl persistent 
lack of something vi tal i n the child 's scheme of oxperien·oes, 
such as a lack of f riends . or disturbance in sleep , appetite , 
or elimination.- persis t ent fea.rs 1 or the inability to ooneen-
trate or leal"'n in accordance with his mental capacity . The 
ohild ts life is n arrow, i mpoverished,. and rigid. 
The second pat tern is one in which the child reacts 
consistentl y in an inappropriate fashion t o a normal situa-
tion . He may show extreme disappointment when his previous 
ac tions have indicated t hat he shoul d be pleased , or he may 
not display any emotion when it would normally be indicated. 
He.ndling t h e de viate 1E_ .2 cla.s3room.- The socially 
maladjusted child experiences needs common to other children , 
but some of these needs are more vital . He needs to be recog-
nized , loved , ana be made t o feel secure. Sometimes the teacher 
will have to help l1ring -about adjustments -in the home . Some ... 
times he will have to make adjustments in the manner in which 
' he handles the child. Economic problema help to create tens ions 
that disturb the child. When he finds out t hat he cannot 
1 Peter Blos, "When is a Child a Real Problem?"; 
National Parent-Teacher, 45 :.21•23 ,_ November 1 1950. 
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achieve the success that he wants in school because or his 
deficiencies , be frequently •ill become a probl em case .• 
It i .... t ... erefore essential t hat thEJ school rovide the succe s 
that he seeks .• 
The soci ally malad justed child 1s probabl y the l east 
ap.preciat d i nC:bri dual in any class for the disturbances 
that he c n so readily create . The instrumental rehearsal or 
lesson can be completely disrupted by this child. He is 
difficult to deal with because he frequently i nfur i ates the 
teacher , causing t he teacher to lose control of himself . •rhe 
t)rp of behavior required in the instral'flen t a l ensemble group 
differs from that exhibi ted . in the regular classroom under 
normal conditions. The socially maladjusted child can be 
slo 'I in adjust1nc::> to the more rigid routine of the rehearsal 
after ha·.ring b en working in a socia l stu die s cla.sa do i ng 
corm:. 1 ttee work , for in.3 tanee •. He may be unable to make 'the 
change fron one atmosphere to another quickl]' ~:~ nough to suit 
the teacher . A suggested approach to the handl1ng of such 
situation is discussed in _ the next chapter> .• 
erndt organiz d and taught remedial instrmaental 
music classes in the n ow- defunc t Jane ddams School in Portland , 1 
Ore gon , for children from grades se ven through twelve who could 
not chi eve acceptable s ocia.l t mental , or physical adjustment . 
1 Kurt Berndt , "Therap eutic Values of l~usic in Sehool '' , 
l1usie Bducators Journal, 36r25- 27, November- December ; 1 949 . 
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He ound that the basic inherent ingredients of music made 
it possi le for h i r to reach these difi"' i cul t students . Le 
often ·a.o able to b j." in6 about greatet~ in.;-e est in oth 
s ub ject s and improve t he social e;races a.t?::d physical coordin-
ation of the students. One o.~. his most pertinent observations 
~as that the pr sence of t he sub-normal child in a clo.as of 
fast l earners can breed very serious trouble ; particularly 
i n i n strumental mus ic classes 1har progr ss is more difficult 
t_an in vocal groups . 
Although the music the1•apist and the special music 
t eachers are "'ealing ith seriously handicapped patients , the 
lessons learned in these extreme situations and the principles 
derived from. the s ·tudy of the effects of music on the mentally 
a..¥ld physically handicapped have definite applications i n the 
classroom. The mere realization that rnusic can have such 
telling effects on _ the mind and personality of those playing 
or listening demands trmt the teacher re•examine his use of 
it . Altshuler said : 
Analyzing the pm ers of music , one should keep in 
mind that music has always been an i mportant factor 
in the i nstinctu&l , emotion 1 , intellectual , cultural , 
and spiritual l i fe of people , and , as such , from time 
1 merrJ.orial , oxc oised a sort of the:r·apeutic influence 
••• Music even more than t he spoken word l ends itself as 
a therapy because it eets with little or no i ntellectual 
r esistance and does no t need to appeal to logic t o 
initiate action . !t is more subtle and more Pfimitive 
and therefore its appeal is wider and greater . 
1 Musical Thera:p~ ; edited by ~dward Podolsky , "The Past , 
P:r·es nt , and. Puture of :luslcal 'l1herapy11 , by Ira M. Altshuler , 
New York , Phllosophical Library , 1954 , p . 26 . 
CHAPTER VII 
C ASSROOr CL! ATE , COUTSELING, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
AND FOLLO'l-UP I N I USTBUMENT.t-.L ~mSIC 
Seashore viewed the basic approach to guida.nco in music 
as an ever changing, all inclusive one. R1s statement that 
"e ducational guidance is primarily the determination to 
utilize every type of information of the most authentic sort 
that ill apply_ to a clarification of the next turn in the 
course"l, clearly indicates the aim of this chapter . The 
imparting of basic information concerning the instrumental 
music program , the collection of data for the cumulative 
record, and the administering of certain tests · does not con• 
sti tute a functional guidance program. The vi tally import an~. 
phase occurs in the teacher's relationships with the students 
in the classroom, in the school generally, and as a person 
outside of school. The teacher cannot function effectively 
without objective data , yet he ·cannot function effectively 
ith it if he doesn't use it and the principles 'it indicates 
in dealing with his students . 
The handling of dai ly problems and the intelligent 
roresight used in planning a truly f unctional learning oppor-
tunity are the heart of the music guidance program. This is 
- the area in which the teacher must fully realize his limita-
tions in dealing with emotional problems. Learnin . can only 
1 Seashore, op. ~. P• 295. 
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occur when the conditions under which it is presented are 
right . SubjQct matter pre.sontation means nothing hen the 
students are not in a receptive mood due t o any number of 
reasons the teacher could have control over . The classroom. 
th~refore , is the first area of consideration. 
Classroom climate . Th instrutn.ental music class or 
the rehearsal presents a unique challenge to the t eacher in 
the establishment of good rapport . This is not only a class 
of children i th voice s , but it is a class of children ith 
musical instruments . The creatine of a perl'ilissive atmosphere 
will always be a prin1e objective in the classroom; as will be 
discussed late r ,. but nothing is accomplished by allowing free 
expression or uninhibited creativity on a lnusical instr•ument 
in a. group of ·other instruments . The borderline betifeen 
chaos and a democratic atmosphere mus·t be established immed-
iately in t he classroom. An unhealthy situation is created 
when the students and the teacher are subjected to an uncon-
trolled amount of noise . The warm- up period a.t the be ginning 
of the class should be sufficiently long to allow the students 
to rid themselves of any excess energy before the teacher takes 
charge . 
Music teachers often carry into their own rehearsals 
and classes discipline techniques they have been subjected 
to ·as players . These techniques may have been carried 
ovor from professional music experience s or college situations 
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carried on in t he tradit i on of the authoritarian conductor 
and the virtuoso performer . ~.~any male teachers have , con-
sciously or unconsciously , adopted techniques of handling 
groups that they became familiar .., ith in the armed forces . 
Lewin , Lippett , and Escalona conduc t ed a study. of different 
1 
methods of working with groups .. Although they urged caution 
in usi·•g tho results due to the local nature of the study, 
they found that in cornp o.r:i.ng the different techniques used 
in handling groups , the author! ta1 .. la.n eroup evoked apathy 
.and aggress1on 1. the democratic gr•oup produced behavior that 
as kindly, considerate, and cooper·e.tlve , as t~ell as being 
creative and productive , while the "la.iasez- faire" group 
produced few good results . 
Cahn approached the problem of creating good cla.s .... -
room climate by urging the elimination of tensions . 2 He 
l isted a number of ways that the teacher can create a climate . 
conducive to mental health and growth: 
1 . The curriculum shoul d be related to the needs and 
intel"'ests of the students . 
2 ., The students should be made to feel at home . 
1 Kurt Lewin , R.onald Lippett , and Sibyelle K . Escalona , 
"Stu ies i n Topological ana Vector Ps;rc ... ology" , Studies in 
Child Yelfal'e6 vol. 16 , no .. 3, IO"iUi City; Univex·sity of Io a , February , !94 • 
2 !deyer M. Cahn , "The Tensions of 1\msic Learning" , 
Music Educators Journal , 40:24- 26 , April-May , 1954 . 
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3 . An e.tn10sphere of mutual reapect and fl"iendliness 
should be created . 
4 . Pt•ocedures used in class should be fair and in tel-
lie;an , . 
5 . The prog:r•ar.:1 in the classroom should l'eco~;nize and 
care for individual differonce in habits of cdnccmtr ation 
and pplication, in creative ability . mechanical aptitude . 
physical alertness , and mental ability . 
Cahn di~ say . however , that the conduct of the teacher 
was the most important ::::inale factor in eliminating ·-:>ressures 
that interfere with good. mentnl health . The facv that sens i -
ti vi ty is an i mportant artistic charactEn"istic and the other 
rather sobering fact that the musician has 'the fundamental 
innate tendency toward a p~ychopa thic personal 1 tyt•l should 
cause the teacher to vie11 the music classroom situation , from 
... his own vie '1 point and th t of the class . in a dif.ferent li!Sht . 
Cnhn recommends that music ' activ!t ... es not be too long . The 
spacinu of TIOrk and rest should be planned carefully in music. 
He beli•n·e s that te 1sion . s the core of music and that t .. e 
tension of rehearsals, the deadlines to meet for perf or:nances ,. 
t e confl ct resultinG from tryin~., to achi eve certain standards 
of' perfor mance , and t he attitudes of various 'people concerned 
.ith the ~n.usic pro3ram all help buL .. d this pressure in the 
1 Music and Medic ine , a symposium, edited by Sohullian 
and ~choen , Eenry Schu.r..um Coopany , 1948 . 
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teacher and the. student. He reconnnends .four' ways of reducing 
tension in the classroomz1 
1. Allo dng more time for each music activity or 
study phase. 
2. Having more .frequent and longer rest periods . 
3. Limiting the breadth of accomplishment in class 
or the performing group and limit tension producing activities. 
4. Constant re-examination by the teacher of his om 
conduct and level of aspirations, but this does not mean redue-
ing the challenge to the student while reducing the tension . 
Arbuckle feels that the techniques of non-directive 
counseling can help the teacher to achieve the best possible 
climate for teaching and learning . 2 Thls approach has not 
gone unchallenged, and its total realization in the instrUl'!lental 
classroom may be unattainable, but its basic tenets deserve 
a trial in a situation other than the re gular classroom .. 
Arbuckle states his concept of teaching with the creation of 
a s ood classroom climate always in ~!nd: 
All teaching emphasizes develonment of the pupil rather 
than of the teacher , although the teacher will grow a.s 
well e.s the pupil. · No subject will be taught for the 
sake of the subject or for the benefit of the teacher, 
but rather as a means of aiding the i ndividual student 
t o obtain optimum adjustment in the environment in whioh 
l Cahn, it 26 
..22.!. L....!.• p • . • 
2 Dugald s . Arbuckle, Teacher Counseling , Cambridge 
Massachusetts• Addison- Wesley Press; Inc •• 195 • p. 153 . 
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he must live . There. wi.ll be activity , both mental and 
physical, and the teacher will constantly be alert to 
note the attitudes and the emotional reactions of each 
child. The teacher will keep in mind the laws of reten-
tion, but , believing in the iraporta..nce of de velopment , 
expansion, and. change , he will be concerned with unde·r -
stnnding. as well as retention. 
The classroom will be a plaee of critical discussion 
and scientific evaluation .. Children may learn there. to 
appreciate and z•espect one another by working together 
and seeing what each can accomplish for the benefi t of 
hil'!lSelf and the group . Children will learn to acc ept 
their assets and liabilities,. an d to use the former to 
the utmost. There will be freedom , but not license; 
permissiveness; but not chaos ; tolerance and understanding , 
but not necessarily agreement; remedial action rather than 
punishment; and concern with causes as well as effeets .l 
The personality or the musician and the nature of the· 
musical experience itself can make it difficult to satisfy 
many or the above ideals. In dealing with specific daily 
si tu.£t t1o£l& requiring positive action , verbal or othel.,wlse 1 
it is not to be expected that the teacher ill handle each 
i ncident ith unequalled skill , yet he should attempt to act 
for the best interests of the child. One of Arbucklets main 
contentions is that the "traditional" teacher , 2 the person 
who acta as the disciplinarian , the judge, the moralist , 
the wishful thinker ; the helper , or the "this hurts me " type , 
cannot possibly be of any real assistance to the child in his 
task of developing until he asks himself , when faced with the 
handling of a classroom situation: 
1 Loc. cit. 
--
2 Arbuckle , 2£.:_ cit ., p . 158 . 
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1. Is this really important? Is it an answer or 
is it purely a personal matter that has assumed gi gantic 
proportions· because of my exaggerated sense of values? 
2. Am I actually the cause of this behavior? Is t his 
incident an example of direct resistance to me ? I s this 
resistance something t hat could be expected? 
3. Is this actually an i n.cident only because it has 
disturbed my prestige and ego? 
4 . Does t h is i ncident. result f r om somethi ng outsi.de 
of the school environ."l'l.ent? Is it s ometh ing over which 
I have no control? 
5. In my evaluation of what I will do; will I go 
further than apply i ng the pragmatic test? Am I aat i s -
fie·d if the answer to the question "Does it work?•' is 
"Yea", or will I try t o find the answer to the que3tion 
"Is my action for the total well ... being of t he individual 
and does it do him any good?n.l 
Edgar has presented what he considers to be a practical. 
every- day approach to the problem of handling situations that 
arise i n claas . 2 Among the suggesti ons that he rn.akes are t he 
following: 
1. The director must think more quickly than his stu:.. 
dents . 
2. · The director must avoid saying t oo much or promis-
ing specif ic penalties. 
3 . Delaying discussions o.f a di eeiplinar y nature as 
an effe.cti ve device. 
4 . Use the per sonal conference me t hod often . 
5. A sharp glance is an effective disciplinary t ool. 
6 . Never call on the pr·inc ipal or superintendent for 
assistance . 
2 Alvin Edgar, "Handling Discipline Problema", Music 
Educators Journal , 41,59-61, January. 1955. 
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7 • . Use outright dismissal sparingly . 
s . ?.'hen a serious problem arises 1 get to the parents 
i th the story before the student does . 
9 . Know your students and par~nts . 
10. Give responsibility to the chronic discipline case . 
To arrive at a set of procedures aimed at creating a 
satisfactory classroon1 climate it is necessary to examine both 
sides of the problem. Edgar ' s suggest:lons contain some items 
of meri t . The practice of delaying any sort of disciplinary 
ords or procedures until after class is practical and the 
use of the personal conference i s also wise if the student 
enters it in the proper frame of mind . However , the main 
consideration does not seem 'GO be with the child, but with 
the teacher's method of protec t i n g his reputa.tion a.s a clever 
individual and an infall!ble person. 
The following SPJgestions are made as guides to creat-
ing a good cl assroom climate in ·the instrumental music program. 
They represent a combination of the directive and the non-
directive approaches to handling personnel pr oblems , keeping 
I 
in :r.1ind at all times that the instrumental ;ra.usic teacher will 
usually not be specially trained in the f iner points of r;uide.nce. 
1. Give the students the opportunity to set up and 
administer their om plan for classroom conduct with the teacher 
giving them as much lee vay as is possible in doing this . 
2 . After the plan has been put into operation, allow 
the students to handle all details of i t 1 such as keeping 
any records , making decisionll concerning revisions of the 
plan , and anything else pertaJ.n1ng to it . 
z. Try to be as non-directive as possible hen 
dealing lith problems ariei.ne in class , in order that the 
students might feel freo to indicate the sources of any 
difficulties that they might be having . Keep accurate 
:r·ecords of significant behavior patterns exhibited by sel -
e c ted individuals in the class . 
4 . Give the students a.s much of a role in planning 
music to be performed and porforma.nce s t o be given as is 
consistent with effective teaching and learnin~ processes . 
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5 . Feel free to consult other teachers , administrators , 
guidance specialists , or anyone else who can be of assistance 
in solving the child's problems . Become acquainted 1th the 
child ' s parents . Become ful l y acquainted with the child's 
background through his music cunula.t:tve r ecord nnrl keep 
this record up- to- date . 
Counseling . The sub jects of classroom cl i mate and 
counseling are discussed sepnre.tely here , but in actual 
practice they are inseparable . Counseling , as it is defined 
f or the proposed music guidance progratn, " is considered to be a 
process by means or which the counseloe can come to understand 
himself' so that he can solve hls own ·problems . "1 Arbuckle 
feels that the "tra.d1 tional" teacher,. one who thr1 ves on 
1 Arbuckle, op. ~' P • 3. 
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discipline , will have little success in the counseling situa ... 
tion here the studept must reel free to express himself . 1 
~rhis poses a serious problem for many instrumental music 
teachors , particularly at the elernenta.ry and junior high 
school levels where the students are having their .first music 
experience of a formal nature. The non- directive approach 
to counseling , characterized by this freedom of expression · 
and a notable absence of advice-giving by the counselor or 
teacher; may prove impractical in the instrumental class until 
the teacher h~s established himself and has created continuing 
interest in his program. There are throe basic tenets upon 
which non-directive counseling is based: 2 
1. The client-centered relationship. The individual 
is the important concern , not the problem. The counselor or 
teacher makes it possible for the client to see and solve his 
o-m problems by being non- committal and lettine; him talk . 
2 . Emphasis on feeliD:g !!!..:. emotional content. The 
counselor is concerned ith the client's emotions and his 
attitude encourages the client to express himself fre ely. 
3 . !.!.!! permi ss:i.ve atmosphere . The client gives full 
rein to his emotions . He says a s rnuch or as little a.s he 
wants to say . The counselor remains neutral. 
l Arbuckle ;. 2.E..:. cit..; p . 10. 
2 Arbuckl e • .££.:,. ~, pp .. 26- 27 . 
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The type of counseling that the instrumental teacher 
can handle successfullY" depends upon the approach that he 
takes ns an individual to the entirQ subject of educa t ion . 
When .he has made s. study of the various methods ava ilable he 
ill probably adopt their best features. He may not be strictly 
non-directive or strictly directive. Arbuckle feels t;hat more 
and more professional counselor•s are becoming eclectic in the 
r;ui dance procedures they use.1 The proposed music guidance 
program is based on one of the foundations of directive 
counseling , the collection and recording of accurate informa• 
tion that ill give the teacher all of . the data. necessary for 
him to carry on intelligently with the individual in and out 
of the classroom. The non-direot1viat takes the view that 
the past is i mportant to the counselor only as the client wants 
to t a lk about it . However, the instrumental teacher should 
not allow himself' to be placed in a profes .sional-type emotional 
counseling situation where this situation will exist .. The 
counseling opportunities of the teacher should occur as the 
result of the child ' s having something to say, and not because 
the t eacher Yants t .o t ell him something or tries to force hlm 
to talk. "Jih ls means that counseling can take place in the 
corridors at school ; after class as the chil d is packing up 
hi s instr ument , or in any situation where the relationship is 
conducive to free expression . This does not mean that every 
l Loc . cit . 
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conversation with a child will have to be handled as a 
counseling situation with the teacher being as non- committal 
as he can possibly be ; but it should be re.alized that the 
opening words of an important bit of counseling may be about 
something totally removed from the problem the chil e wants 
to talk about . 
As has been mentioned previously , l t he instrumental 
teacher occupies a unique position in the field of personal 
relations with his students. The .volunte.ry and often ext a -
curricular nature of the music program attracts groups of 
students who do not consider their mus ic i nstruct ion in the 
same light that they often view a subject such as mathematics 
or Latin . Very often, music is a source of enjo)~ent for them 
and their actions in the instrumental musi c room or in the class 
are of an ungual~ded nature . The various trips the. t an 
instrumental group might take or the concerts that it might 
play all give the teacher a chance to observe a different 
side of the child's personality than is usually seen in the 
re r~lar classroom.. The child's reactions as he is lear•ning 
I 
an i nstrument , and the comments that he makes relative to 
the situation at home are often helpful to the teacher . Th-ese 
contacts all present an opportunity for counseline tha-t the 
student may need much more than he needs the instruction being 
given . At any rate , he will be a better student if he knows 
1 See Chapter V 
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t hat he can talk to his teacher and 1 perhaps, confide in him. 
Lloyd-Jones r•efers to four types of counseling s i tua-
tlons:1 
1. r.L'he casual · 1nformat1ve type. The information 
presented must be reliable and accurate, and the relationship 
between the teacher and the pupil such that further counsel• 
1ng can be of benefit , if sought . 
2. t_I'he ~ extensive informational t ype . The student 
seeks occupational help , assistance in planning a program, 
or other help of a similar nature. .Frequently the f r 1ondsh1p 
of the counselor is sought as much as the information. 
3. The less serious emotional involvement. The 
--- ---- ~--~- ~--------- ~------------
unskilled teacher may detect this sort of di:ffioult) ~ but 
he should never attemp t to handle it. 
4. ~ deep emotional disturbance. This type is for 
the specialist only. 
The instrumental music teacher should be able to qual-
ify successfully f'or the firs-t two types of counseling listed 
above• Vocational counsel1n~ will be discussed below. With 
the informat i on that the teacher has in the mus ic cumulative 
record concerning the ch ild's gro·orth and development, coupled 
:ri t h h is pz•actice of keeping anecdotal records 1 and his non-
directive approach when faced with the thirrl type of counseling 
1 Esther Lloyd-Jones and Margaret R. Smith, A Student 
Personnel Program for Hi gher Education , New York , McGraw- Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1938 , PP • 167-8. 
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situation, he should be able to make referrals when the situa-
tion indicates that treatment may be needed- :No attempt should 
be made to undertake any sort of treatment without professi onal 
advice . The referral does present one _problem that can be o.f 
great i mportance . !t' t he ch ild has taken the instrumental 
te char into h i s confidence and finds it i mpossible to talk 
to anyone else, the t eacher must .be certain t hat t he best 
i nterests of the child are served by ~::eepin c" this confidence . 
It may be that the guidance personnel can work through the 
teacher if the situation warrants .such measures. 
,, . Vocational guidance. The instrumental music teacher 
is in an enviable position to guide competant students into 
the profession of mus ic or teaching . The opportunity of observ-
ing tho prospective i ns t rumentalist, composer , conductor or 
music e ducator as a performer , a group member, and as a person-
a lity among other personalities in school gives the teacher a 
firm basis r or effect ive vocational counselin , . Anfi nson 
bases his concep t of vocational guic ance up on the f ollm ing 
1 info.retation : 
1. Scholastic auilitv . 
2. Achievement . 
3 . Aptitude as determined by t est scores that would 
indicat e tra i nab ility. 
l Anfinson, loo. cit • 
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4 . Disabilities such as poor sense of pitch, poor 
sense of rhythm, failure to read ·1ell at sight ,. poor phrasing , 
poor breathing, lack of creative ima~ina tion , lack of emotional 
sensitivity, poor reading vocabulary, poor study ho.bits ., absense 
of the ncentive necessary for college work should all be 
di scovered , if they exist , and their effec ts on a career in 
L'lUsic discussed . Remedial work should be started ,. if possible . 
5 . Interests . ?articipation in .musical a. cti vi ties 
does not necessarily mean that the student 111 make a good 
teacher or professional player . nor does a high· degree of 
interest in music indicate · aptitude or ability . 
6 . Personality adJustments will be important , partic-
ularly if he is interested in teaching . ·The student should 
be socially ad~quate , have a positive , realistic attitude 
toward himself and others , en joy workin~ 1ith people , and 
he should be cooperative. 
7 . Physical health. He should have ood ~eneral 
health , have normal visual and auditory acuity , have e;ood 
health habits , participate in a normal number of physical 
activities and be regular in a t tendance. 
s . Family background. A kno ledge of parental atti-
tudes ; the economic status of the par ents , their occupations 
and education, any siblings , nationality ; religion , and 
recreational interests all have a. b ea:r•ing on the counselors 
handling of vocational guidance . 
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The instrumental teacher should wor k cl osel y wi th the 
pupil, other teachers , the parents, and guidance workers to 
provide the most complete information possible and to aid 
the student in making a wise decision . Information concern-
ing s cholarships , entrance requirements , tuition , and any 
other similar information should be readily available . 
Vocational guidance need not begin in the high school . 
The process should be a continuing one . Seashore points out 
that mental development is not represented by a smooth curve , 
but by one that reflects irregulari ty.1 There are periods 
when certain interests are dominant , when certain urees are 
of paramount importance . Seashore believes that a grea ·b serv• 
ice is done l'he.n a. student ' s interests are channeled away 
from vocational music vthen the facts show the possibility of 
failure . There are c ountless artistic outlets in other 
fields that can satisfy the individual ' s desires , if he has 
the capabilities. 
Follow-up £.!: instrumental students . The true results 
of education can seldom be determined while the student is 
still in school . His success as an adult is the true mark 
of educational success . One of the prh~ary aims of music 
education is to provide healthy avocational interests for · 
future adults . The teacher ordinarily has no way of know-
ing ho his students adjust to adult life after they graduate 
1 Seashore, ~ ~~ P • 294 . 
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from high school or college unle Bs he happens to meet them 
accidently or unless he has been fortunate enough to establish 
the type of relationship with some of his students that is 
carried on i n to later life by means of personal corresponden ce. 
The survey-type questionnaire can be used by the instrumental 
music teacher in conducting a follow-up study to de termine 
the number of former students still playing in college , com-
munity, · or professional musie groups, or evaluating the long 
range effects of the music instruction. The permanent addres s 
recorded in the music cumulative record could be used for a 
ma ... ling address. 
The teacher of elementary or junior high school musi c 
·will probahly be able to obtain any information needed of 
a follow~up nature by consulting the instrumental mus ic 
teacher in the students' next school , if the students change 
schools and teachers when progressing from one level to another. 
'l'he importance of the follow ... up should not be overlooked as 
an excellent means of e v~aluating th effectiveness of i n struction 
or of studying the a d justment tiha.t the exceptional or s oma otber 
child is makil\g to a ne7 atr osphere . 
The child 1ho ha.s learned in a classroom that VIas 
dist inguished by its wholesome at1!1osphere for learning ill 
have received the full benefits of his teacher ' s knovlledge . 
The chil ~ who has sought assistance 1n t he solution of a 
problem and has been led t o solve it himself or has been 
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referred to someone who was better qualified to help him 
then the teacho:r• has been aided in making a satisfactory 
adjustment that might effect hie ent ire life . The student 
who has sought advice of a vocational nature and has had 
the benefit of talking to a ell- informed teacher ill make 
a better choice of vocation . And the tea.cher who has an 
interest in teaching strong enough to ant to pursue his 
f'orm.er students into the future and evaluate his teaching 
will .find his rewe.r in the increased effectiveness of his 
instruction of the children of' the present . 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND SUGGES'l'IONS 
In summary , the proposed music guidance program as 
composed of several major activities , each one of these 
bein3 dependent upon the others . The ori.entation process 
presented necessary information to the chil d and the parent 
bef'oz•e instruction had begun, thereby eli.minating one of 
the primary causes of early failure in instrumental study . 
This orientation phase also made it possible to stress the 
long ranee aims and objectives on instrumental study so 
necessary for the full enjoyment of music in adult life . 
The music cumulative record provided the means of 
gatherine together various type s of information and dRta 
that tould help the teacher to understand the child ' s problems 
and patterns of growth and development . The questlonna:tre ; 
the anecdotal record , and other data gathered in the process 
of instructing the child were combined with sip;nificant 
information taken from the regular guidance cumulative record 
to provide the source materi al for the music cumulative record . 
The testing program was presented as a means of eval-
uatlng the effects of instruction . It also gave the teacher 
some objective means of :Jleasuring musical capacity , ab ility , 
aptitude , or talent . if this type of information were deemed 
uaef'l.!l after· o. ca1,eful consideration of the need for testing 
and the effoctive use of the results . One means of knowing 
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which tests er0 best suited to a situation as to keep a 
file of test rating sheets on significant music tests , add-
ing to the file as a new test would appear . 
The presence of the exceptional child in the instru-
mental class led to a consideration of the different categories 
of exceptional children , their general characteristics and 
limi tations , and any special i nstructional consideration that 
shou.l' be given to them in the classroom. Various symptoms 
that might help the teacher to detect the presence of physical 
and mentnl de viat ion in a child were presented. The major 
cons iderations in dealing with the exceptional child were that 
his instruction should be :1.ndividualized as much as possible , 
that he may be afflicted by sever·al handicaps in addition 
to the one that is known , and that the clas sroom teacher 
should never take 1 t up on himself to t:r•eat a handicap with-
out the lr..no·1ledge of p:r;•ofes sional guidance workers . 
The guidance activities that r;ere carried on f rom . ay 
to day in addition to those mentioned above represented the 
functional phase of the enth•e progron1 i n the course of wh · ch 
t ho various principles and t echnlques of guidance ...-;era applied . 
Classroom climate and eounseling were particularly dependent 
on one another and represented ono of the more difficult 
areas of endeavor f or the busy teacher . The vocational t_;uidance 
aspect of the total guidance progl~am was not confined to the 
senior year i n hi gh school , but was pr esented as a continuing 
10;:) 
pro es s b eginning s early in the child's life B" 1 s nece -
s· ry . rhe f ollo· ,r- up provided the teacher \ i th so. e mean s 
o f ". ensuri n g the long range effects of his instruction and 
counseling . 
The outline that f'ollm7s sug')osts a frame ;ork that 
can be used to ma ke the proposed i nstrumental music p t•og ram 
reality . The use tha t any i nstrumental teach er nig'ht 
make of this outline d ll depend upon his teaching situation 
and his a b ili ty to adapt the suggested procedures t o his om 
pur poses: 
An Outline For A Proposed 
Instrumental Music Guidance Prog r•a.m 
The purpose of this ou tlin e is to g ive the instrumental 
musie teac 10r e. pr actical frarne .ork by which he can system-
atically apply guidance techniques that will hel p him t o be 
of ma.Yil um assis tanc e to the student i n his gr o th , deve lop -
ment , and adjustment to his .e vii•onmen t through i nstrumenta l 
mL.tsic . 
I. ·rhe pre- i ns tructional phase is pr i marily concerned with 
acquainting the child and his parents with t h e i nst1•u ... 
mental mus ic program. 
A. The ini tial contact with the ch ild i ntroduces him 
to the instrumental mus ic program. 
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1 . The teacher meets t he children in the class -
room or in the assembly hall . 
a . Basic information is presented . 
b . Interest blanks are distributed for 
parents • signatures . 
2 . The teacher collects the signed interest 
blanks and leaves a descriptive brochure 
for the chil d to take ho~e to his parents . 
B. Several orientation meetings are schedule d wi th 
parents and children to fully discuss material 
presented in the brochure. 
1 . Any other questions that arise are answered . 
2 . The parents sign a formal application to 
admit their child to an instructional or 
performance group . 
c. The instrumental teacher conducts auditions for 
t h ose ch ildren who already play a band or 
orchestra instrument .• 
II . The instructional phase is pri mari l y concerned with the 
atherin.> of signlfieant guidance material and 
applying sound gui dance techniques in t he rehearsal 
or in the classroom. 
A. Information is gathered for the mus1 c cumulative record . 
B. Tests are administered to de t ermine the level of 
instruction to be offered . 
, 
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C. The part:,nts are contacted once again be for the 
actual instruction begins if someth.J..ng 3ignif1• 
cent has been dete •mined by the collection of 
this basic information . 
-' • The teacher plans his course of ins vruction on the 
asis of t __ e information that he has gathered 
concerning the individuals in his classes or 
groups . 
E . The child beelns his instruction . 
1 . The t aoher endeavors to create an atmos-
phere conduc ive to learnlng and heal thy· 
human growth and development in the class-
room . 
2 . Throu~h continuing study and frequ nt contacts 
with tra:lned eu.idance personnel the 
teacher attempts to deal effectively 
ri th the individual ; as 'lell as the eroup' 
the e ... cceptional as well ' s the ort al chilo . 
3 . T1c teacher counsels in tho non- directive 
sense vhen confronted with an emotional 
situation in private or in a group . 
4 . The teacher encourages and provides accurate 
vocational information for the chil ' who 
adopts a serious attitude toward profe s -
sional music or teaching . 
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III.. ~he post-instructional phane of the pro·:;ram is concerned 
Pi'i..h the follo·1- up studies tha.t will help the ·t;eacher 
to determine the effectiveness of his teaching and 
counsel in adul~.~ life or in another school . 
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